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ABSTRACT 
The technical feasibility of using Interactive 
graphics technology In association with an Integrated 
data base was demonstrated for the design and manufacture 
of chemical plants. The engineering organization of a 
chemical company was modeled In a series of Information 
flow diagrams. The organization* which Is presently 
paper based, was analyzed to determine how an Integrated, 
computer based system could eliminate much of the paper 
based Information exchange and repetitive calculations 
associated with traditional chemical plant design. The 
proposed system could significantly reduce the number of 
engineering hours regulred to design and manufacture a 
chemical plant. 
Characteristics and regulrements were developed for 
a computer system that would help automate the design 
process and yet would not restrict the engineer's 
creativity,. This proposed system would consist of 
intelligent workstations in close proximity to each 
engineer's desk, working in conjunction with a host 
network of mainframe computers. Almost all paper 
documents that are currently used by the engineer would 
be Included In the Integrated data base, from text 
documents to three dimensional solids models of the plant 
and equipment.  Because of the vulnerability of such a 
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comprehensive data base, special security and revision 
handling facilities would have to be Incorporated in the 
system to ensure the integrity of the Information that is 
accessed by every user. The Computer-Aided Design and 
Manufacture of chemical processing equipment would be a 
significant part of the system. An important feature of 
the designed system Is that It would be easily expandable 
to company operations beyond the engineering functions, 
such as the purchasing and marketing areas. 
To aid in the successful implementation of this 
system, the system's operation was designed to emulate 
the existing paper based system to a certain extent. The 
new system would Incorporate extensive user-friendly 
features to help users become familiar with the system. 
Two demonstrations were presented to support the 
technical feasibility of the proposed system. The first 
demonstration dealt with the Computer-Aided Design and 
Manufacture of a vapor-liquid separator on a graphics 
system. The second demonstration illustrated the 
generation and manipulation of process and mechanical 
specifications for a centrifugal pump in the computer, 
using information from the heat and material balances for 
that pump. 
CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION 
This thetls is concerned with investigating the 
technical feasibility of a computer system that would be 
implemented to reduce the paperwork and repetitive 
calculations involved in the design and manufacture of 
chemical plants. 
An Important objective behind buying a computer 
system is to increase the efficiency of the organization 
that will use it, and therefore increase the 
organization's productivity. It would appear that 
substantial time savings can be achieved In chemical 
plant design through the use of an Integrated data base 
accessible by any department Involved in the design. 
Often, at the present time, when a group has finished 
with Its phase of the design, Its results are transcribed 
onto paper in a neat format. It is common to transcribe 
the results directly from computer outputs. Sometimes, 
people in the next group then rewrite these results in a 
form they can use (on paper) before proceeding with 
further phases of the design. These further phases often 
Include more computer calculations, which could mean 
previously entered data must be re-entered into the 
computer. 
The Integrated data base concept is based on the 
concept that all documents which the organization uses 
should be maintained In the computer for access by any 
person or program that might need Information contained 
In the documents. : It would seem that the real time 
savings comes from not having to manually manipulate much 
of the engineering data on paper for the plant design. 
That Is, with an Integrated data base, any department 
could retrieve required Information from the data base In 
any format, and any data needed for further computations 
would probably already be In the computer, jflso, with 
the Integrated data base, much of the present 
Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM) technology could be employed to facilitate the 
production of chemical processing equipment. 
To develop the Important characteristics of this 
computer system, the engineering organization of a 
chemical company was studied In depth. The organization 
was modeled in a series of information flow diagrams, 
which showed how information moves between various groups 
in the engineering area. For the benefit of the reader, 
chapter two gives a brief background of the organization 
that was studied for this thesis. 
From this framework of Information flows, some of 
the system requirements could be developed. The methods 
that were used by the engineering groups to assemble the 
plant design data into documents led to more system 
* 
requirements. These requirements were then combined with 
those characteristics that would represent an Improvement 
In the operation of the current organization. This set 
of characteristics completed the description of the 
computer system. 
To highlight some of the areas of productivity 
increases by using an advanced computer system, two 
demonstrations are presented in Chapter 6. The first 
demonstration deals with the Computer-Aided Design and 
Manufacture of a vapor-liquid separator for a chemical 
plant. The second demonstration shows the automatic 
generation and editing of process and mechanical 
specifications and standards for a centrifugal pump. 
Both of these demonstrations are applicable to most any 
piece of chemical processing equipment that might be 
designed for a chemical plant. 
CHAPTER 2 •  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
For the benefit of the reader, this chapter gives a 
brief background of the organization that was studied for 
this thesis. The organization of the company, its 
products, and the groups that were surveyed to develop 
the Information flow diagrams are described below. 
The company Is an engineering and operating firm 
whose jobs range from developing the process 
specifications for a chemical plant to designing and 
building an entire plant. Some of the plants are owned 
and operated by the company, and the products are sold to 
various customers, while in other cases the customers 
take over the plant once it has been built. Also, not 
every job is an entire plant. Often, only sections of a 
Plant will be designed by the company, sometimes only one 
piece of equipment. 
The company supplies a variety of commodity and 
specialty chemicals, and they have been branching out 
into other types of plants In the last few years. The 
Process Design Department of the engineering organization 
Is composed of six departments, each responsible for a 
different plant type. 
even though these plant types are quite different 
from each other, their pattern of information flows 
through the organization are quite similar, allowing 
modeling of all plant types with one general model. 
Along *rlth the six departments of the Process Design 
Department that were surveyed, ten more departments In 
the Design Engineering and Manufacturing Engineering 
Departments were surveyed. These ten departments, along 
with their responsibilities, were: 
1. Machinery Engineering (Rotating equioment to 
be manufactured by the company) 
2. Machinery Applications (Rotating equipment to 
be bought from vendors) 
3. Manufacturing Engineering  (Vessels  to  be 
manufactured by the company) 
4. Pressure Vessels  (Vessels to be bought from 
vendors) 
5. Electrical Engineering and Design (Electrical 
equipment and wiring) 
6. Process Controls (All plant instrumentation) 
7. Piping  (All  plant  piping and equipment 
arrangements) 
8. Environmental Engineering (Treatment units) 
9. Mechanical Design  (Utilities  and  skidded 
equipment) 
10. Civil/Structural   (Site   preparation  and 
structural steel) 
In addition to these departments, the . Project 
Engineering and Economic Evaluation Departments were also 
surveyed to determine their interactions with the 
operation of the engineering organization.  As will  be 
shown, these two departments work together on both cost 
estimates and projects, but the Economic Evaluation 
Department is responsible for the cost estimate phase and 
the Project Engineering Department Is responsible for the 
project execution phase. 
The model must apply to four classes of plants: 
- Standard Technology 
- Existing Technology 
- Mew Technology 
- Pioneer Technology 
A standard technology plant is one that has been built so 
often by the company that most of the engineering needed 
to be done for the plant can be taken from previous 
plants. An existing technology Plant is one that has 
been built before, but with perhaps a slightly different 
process or a special site requirement. New technology 
and pioneer technology plants, both requiring totally new 
engineering for their processes, demand a great deal more 
work than do the first two classes of plants. A pioneer 
technology plant differs from a new technology plant in 
that while no company has built a pioneer plant, some 
companies have built new technology plants. As the 
plants change from hew to standard technology, the 
information flows become more abbreviated,  but their 
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paths remain essentially intact. Therefore, since the 
model has been made to represent the most complex design, 
its framework is valid for any class of Plant. 
Before any plant is taken on as a full design and 
construction project, a cost estimate is performed by the 
company to determine if the plant is economically 
feasible. There are three basic classes of cost 
estimate, labeled Class I, Class II, or Class III. A 
project is actually called a Class IV estimate, and 
construction is Class V. Table 2-1 gives a comparison of 
the different classes of cost estimate based on the 
accuracy of the cost estimates. 
Table 2-li Contingency Table for the Various Cost 
Estimate Classes 
This table shows the accuracy of each class of cost 
estimate for each type of plant design. For example, 
if an engineer calculates that the cost of a new 
technology plant is X during a Class III estimate, 
the final as-built plant cost should fall in the 
range of 1.1X to 1.3X. 
Plant Type Class? I II    III   IV V 
Pioneer Plant * 50-150 15-40 10-30 5-15 
New Technology * 30-100 10-30 8-20 5-10 
Existing Tech. * 10-30  5-15  5-10 0-3 
Standard Plant * 5-15  3-7   1-4 0-1 
* Not meaningful 
The Class Hi cost estimate Is the most detailed 
estimate, talcing sometimes up to eight months to perform, 
whereas a Class I estimate could be overnight. Because 
Class I and II estimates fall Into the framework of 
Information flows laid out by the Class III estimate, the 
Class III estimate will be the only cost estimate modeled 
with the Information flow diagrams. 
In the last few years, the company has grown 
rapidly, so the whole organization has become a complex 
network of design, engineering* manufacturing, and 
administrative departments. As the organization grows, 
departments must sometimes be shifted around In order to 
maintain or Increase the organization's productivity. 
i 
Dividing the work among various departments allows each 
group to become more specialized and therefore more 
efficient. It Is desired to constantly Improve the 
efficiency and productivity of the organization, but the 
size of the organization is making It difficult to 
achieve those gains. That Is, even though each 
department Is specialized, more communication links are 
required between departments to do a plant design as the 
company grows. These extra links can detract from the 
company's productivity. 
Since the organization is now doing its work as 
efficiently as possible with a paper-based system,  the 
10 
next logical step Is to determine the feasibility of 
automating the process with computers, Including an 
analysis of benefits. This thesis will be concerned with 
only the technical feasibility of the computer system, 
not the economic feasibility. 
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CHAPTER 3 -  PROBLEM DEFINITION 
It is desired to be able to reduce the the paper 
based Information exchange and repetitive calculations 
associated with traditional chemical plant design by 
computerizing the design process. At the same time, the 
engineer's creativity should not be restricted by any 
system used to aid the engineer In the design process. 
This design process Is very resource intensive (that 
is, a great deal of data must be constantly available for 
use by engineers and designers), so the structure of the 
data base Is very Important. Another factor in the 
operation of the system is the size of the engineering 
organizations that would use this system. The demands on 
the system from a large organization would be extremely 
heavy, even by today's standards of computing. 
For these reasons, it is necessary to outline the 
Important characteristics of such a system carefully so 
that it can be successfully implemented. The system that 
will be discussed is applicable to most chemical plant 
design organizations, and is not described in terms of 
any one existing computer system. 
If the computer system proposed here Is to be 
effective, most all documents that the engineer uses must 
be Included In the data base. This way, any information 
that must be extracted from these documents can be 
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retrieved easily by the engineer or a program. Also, for 
flexibility, the system should be expandable. The 
engineering area is not the only part of the company that 
can benefit from an Integrated data base. Therefore, 
considerations should be made as to how the system could 
be expanded to benefit other areas of the company. 
For efficiency, the proposed system must not stop 
after the chemical plant has been designed, but must 
continue into the manufacturing of the equipment for the 
plant. Integrated CAD/CAM technology should be taken 
advantage of to reduce much of the tedious and repetitive 
work required to manufacture chemical processing 
equipment. The use of this technology should again not 
restrict the engineer's creativity if the full benefits 
of this system are to be realized. 
To aid in the successful Implementation of this 
proposed system* the users must be able to change over to 
the new system quickly and easily. This means that the 
new Computer based system should emulate the paper based 
system to a certain extent, so that there is no radical 
change in operations during the transition from paper to 
computer. 
13 
The system that Is investigated In this trieais will 
apply mainly to the engineering organization in the 
company. Some considerations are discussed for further 
expansion ot the system to other areas of the company. 
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CHAPTER 4 -  EXISTING SYSTEM MODEL 
For the purposes of this thesis study, the first 
step that was taken toward automating the existing paper 
based Information system was the development of a model 
of the current system. This was done because a model 
allows someone to envision the operation of the entire 
system easily, and thus to point out areas that can be 
Improved through automation. 
The model consists of a series of diagrams that show 
the major flows of Information between groups In the 
engineering organization during cost estimates and 
projects. 
4.1 Scope of the Information Diagrams 
One objective of the diagrams Is to create a 
framework of Information flows Into which most plant cost 
estimates and projects can fit. Most of the flows shown 
In the model are engineering data flows, but these are 
not the only flows that are Important. The model carries 
into the administrative end of the company In the areas 
of the Economic Evaluation and Project Engineering 
Departments, and a little Into the area of the Purchasing 
Department. These diagrams, though, are not meant to be 
a representation of the company as a whole, but simply of 
the process, design, and manufacturing engineering 
functions. 
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Another objective of these diagrams Is to present 
the Information flows clearly* concisely, and with a 
minimum amount of redundancy. To accomplish this 
objective, three simplifying assumptions were required. 
First, the diagrams that represent Individual departments 
were set up such that only the flows into or out of one 
department are shown on each diagram. For example, the 
diagram for the Piping Department would not show the 
Interactions between the Machinery Applications and 
Civil/Structural Departments, even when relating to 
piping drawings. 
Second, most all information flows between groups 
shown on these diagrams are not direct, but rather pass 
through the Project Engineering Department for review 
first. The Project Engineering Department Is not shown 
on many of the diagrams to simplify the diagrams and to 
clarify what information flows between groups. 
Finally, not all Information flows have been 
presented. It is Important that every group have access 
to all output from all other groups at one time or 
another. It would be meaningless to show all of these 
lines on the diagrams because the real Intent of these 
diagrams is to differentiate between major flows of 
Information that regularly occur during a plant design 
and those that occur only In special cases.   Therefore, 
16 
the  diagrams do present a simplified view of the 
engineering organization. 
The information flows for standard plant designs are 
quite abbreviated compared to other plant designs, as 
discussed earlier. Because these plants are a very 
Important product of the company, it is Important that 
any new computer system operates as efficiently or more 
efficiently with the abbreviated flows as with the more 
Involved flows. To emphasize the areas that standard 
plants affect the flows, two diagrams have been drawn for 
each design department Involved the cost estimate phase. 
4.2 Structure of the Diagrams 
The basic structure of the diagrams follows the 
standard format of data flow diagrams used for structured 
analysis [1] with a few modifications. The nomenclature 
for the diagrams is given In Figure 4-1, along with two 
examples of the use of the symbols. The dashed circles 
were used to represent a few major computer programs in 
the diagrams because of the extensive use of these 
programs during a plant design. Some of these programs 
have been developed so specifically to the work the 
company does that it would be easier to modify them to 
fit into a new computer system rather than to modify a 
new vendor program to fit the company's needs. 
Example A in Figure 4-1 shows the  Electrical 
17 
Figure 4-li  Nomenclature 
This bubble represents a group that is 
actively processing and generating Information. 
This arrow represents a flow of Information 
from one group to another, usually In the 
form of a document (spec sheet, drawing, etc.). 
The place of origin of a given flow of 
Information Is represented by this symbol 
(for example, the origin here would be the 
Process Engineering Department). 
This symbol denotes a source or sink of 
Information outside of the main stream 
of plant engineering and design activity. 
/ 
V 
\ 
\ 
/ 
y 
- This dashed bubble represents a    major 
computer program that Is used In the design or 
engineering of a chemical plant. 
Example A 
Rotating Equip. y^S 
Specs Ag> 
Electrical] 
Eng. 
f 
Single Line 
Drawings 
Example B 
Vessel Specs 4/^ 
Installation 
Diagrams 
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Engineering Department using rotating equipment 
specifications (generated by the Machinery Application* 
Department for compressors, pumps, etc.) to produce 
single line drawings for the power to these pieces of 
equipment. Note that the diagonal line in this example 
represents the pool of information available to any group 
from the Machinery Applications Department. This 
symbology was adopted to help reduce the complexity of 
the information flow diagrams by not allowing background 
information flows (e.g. the Machinery Applications 
Department talKlng to the Process Controls Department 
about the rotating equipment specifications) to be shown 
on each diagram. That is, representing the Machinery 
Applications Department as a bubble would have then 
required the diagram to show the information flows to and 
from the Machinery Applications Department. This is not 
desired because the Intent of the diagram was to show the 
flows in and out of the Electrical Engineering 
Department. 
Example B In Figure 4-1 depicts the Instrument 
Design Department using vessel specifications and their 
associated vendor drawings to make Instrument 
Installation diagrams. These diagrams are then made 
available for any group that might need to use them. The 
two-headed arrow from the Vessels Department  shows that 
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the Instrument Design Department gives feedback to the 
Vessels Department on either the vessel specifications or 
the vendor prints (perhaps correcting nozzle sizes or 
positions for the Instruments on the vessel). 
The information flow diagrams are set up in a 
leveled approach. That is, if a bubble on a given 
diagram can be broken down into several more bubbles, 
these bubbles would be shown on the next "level" of the 
diagrams. A different figure is used to represent the 
different levels of the diagrams. Each bubble has a 
number associated with it that can be used to determine 
each bubble's "parent" bubble on the previous level, or 
each bubble's breakdown on the next level. For example, 
on the first diagram (Figure 4-2), the bubbles are 
numbered one through seven. Bubble three can be broken 
down Into more detail, which is shown in Diagram 3 
(Figure 4-3). The bubbles In Diagram 3 are numbered 3.1, 
3.2, and so on. Bubble 3.4 can also be expanded, which is 
done in Diagram 3.4 (Figure 4-4), and the bubbles in this 
diagram are systematically numbered 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and so 
on. This hierarchy of numbers Is used throughout the 
diagrams, so the origin of any bubble can be traced 
easily. 
The first level of the diagrams consists of just one 
diagram describing the overall view of how the company 
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progresses  from a customer inquiry through a Class III 
cost estimate to a project.   Level  two  Is a brief 
breakdown of  the cost estimate phase and project phases 
on two separate diagrams.  The third level  contains  two 
diagrams,  each  showing the ten design engineering 
departments surveyed and their contributions to the cost 
estimate and project phases.   t.evel four contains 20 
diagrams.  Ten of  these show the  informations flows 
through each department  in the cost estimate phase and 
ten show the same departments in a project phase.   Only 
the  flows  through one department are shown in each 
diagram, which Is the reason for using the diagonal  line 
symbology.   Also,  to reduce the complexity of each 
diagram, the outputs of each department are depicted as 
being made available to all other departments, as shown 
in example B in Figure 4-1.  This representation is  used 
Instead of complicating the diagrams by drawing more 
arrows and diagonal  lines  to represent the receiving 
departments.  A list of the users of the outputs during a 
general plant design is given at the bottom of each page. 
To  show the abbreviated information flows  for 
standard plants during a cost estimate, two diagrams  are 
used  for  each of the ten design departments.  The upper 
diagram for each department provides an information  flow 
structure that  any type of cost estimate can fit into. 
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The lower diagrams show only the information flows for 
standard plants* The double diagram approach Is not 
necessary for the project phase because the work done 
during this stage is similar for all plants. 
An attempt was made to have the diagrams represent a 
progression of Information flows with time, as well as 
between departments. This was accomplished to a certain 
extent by repeating the same bubble on a diagram In 
various places to show what that department did at 
various times during the design. Host of the Information 
flows do not occur only bnce during any design or cost 
estimate, as might be Implied by the diagrams. Design 
changes or other revisions always cause loops through 
each department to occur over and over. Therefore, the 
best that the diagrams can do Is to represent the 
structure of the Information flows, rather than showing 
the exact sequence of the flows. 
4.3 Description of the Diagrams 
The Information flow diagrams representing the 
operation of the company are shown In Figures 4-2 to 
4-32, These diagrams follow the activity of the various 
design, engineering, and manufacturing departments 
through first a Class III cost estimate, and then a 
project. 
Figure 4-2 gives an overall view of how the company 
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Figure 4-21 Diagram 0 - Company Overview 
Rev PI Scope Report 
Reject (No Cost Estimate) 
Rev Px Scope Report 
and Bid on Project 
Reject 
Construction Package 
and Finished Equipment 
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progresses from a customer inquiry to a finished 
construction package and finished equipment. After a 
customer has met with representatives of the company and 
the job has been accepted, several meetings are held to 
determine the plant , operating bails. The process is 
decided upon, and a Process Plow Diagram (PFD) is 
sketched by the Process Engineering Department. The 
guideline for the process design of the plant is 
generated by the Economic Evaluation Department In the 
form of a Rev pi (Preliminary Revision #1) Scope Report. 
This document is used to kick off the cost estimate phase 
of the plant design. Appendix A gives a summary of the 
contents of the various versions of the scope report used 
during a cost estimate and a project. 
The end result of the cost estimate phase Is a later 
version of the scope report (Rev Px) detailing the type 
of equipment needed for the plant, and the costs 
associated with designing and building the plant. This 
proposal Is then submitted to the customer. 
If the customer approves the bid, a project is 
initiated, using the scope report given to the customer 
(now renamed Rev 0) as a basis for the project execution. 
The end result of the project execution can range from 
finished drawings, specifications, and other associated 
documents, to a completed plant. 
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Class III Cost Estimate Phasa 
The cost estimate phase can be broken down Into more 
detail, as shown In Figure 4-3. In this phase, the 
Process Engineering Department begins the design work on 
the process, using a process simulator to help in 
generating the heat and material balances for the plant. 
This process simulator is essential to the design of any 
plant because it aids the process designer in determining 
the flowrates and energy requirements of a given chemical 
process quickly and accurately. 
Once the process engineer has developed a reasonably 
firm process flow diagram for the plant (either from 
scratch or from a previous design), work is begun on the 
Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P & ID). This 
diagram Is a schematic of the process to be used 
Including all chemical processing equipment, Instrument 
loops, control valves, and manual valves. Equipment such 
as electrical transformers, equipment foundations, and 
buildings are not shown on the p 6 ID. The Project 
Engineering Department Is responsible for the development 
of the P 6 ID, as well as the Utility Summary for the 
plant. This summary Is distributed later by the Project 
Engineering Department to any department designing 
equipment that requires steam, cooling water, 
electricity, or other utility. The department then fills 
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Plgurt  4-31   Diagram  3  - Class  III  Cost  Estimate Phase 
Rev PI 
Scope Report 
Heat & Mafl 
Balances 
'Process 
^Simulator 
Detailed Constr 
Basis 
Rev Px Sqope Report 
and Bid on Project 
Notes: 
I.Thls figure represents a general Class III  Cost Estimate. 
The changes that take place for the special cases of Standard 
Plants and Treatment Plants are described In Table 4-1. 
2.The Engineering Technology Department, Bubble 3.3. works on 
a Signal Summary    only for computer controlled plants. 
3.Manhour estimates Include computer, travel and living costs.' 
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Table 4-li Special Cases for trie Class III Cost 
Estimate (Diagram 3) 
Changes In Diagram a for Standard Plantsi 
1. Only one computer run Is required to generate 
the heat and material balances tor the plant. 
2. No Process Flow Diagram is drawn for the 
process. 
3. The P & ID is a revision of a previous plant's 
P £ ID. 
4. The design departments generate almost no 
mechanical specifications, only cost and 
manhour estimates. 
Changes in Diagram 3 for Treatment Plantsi 
1. The Process Engineering Department uses its 
own design programs rather than the process 
simulator to generate the heat and material 
balances for the plant. 
2. The Process Engineering Department generates 
about 90% of the mechanical specification 
tor aeration equipment. ' The Machinery 
Applications Department generates the 
remainder of the specification and sends It 
on to the Purchasing Department (no manhours 
are estimated by the Machinery Applications 
Department). 
3. The Process Engineering Department generates 
the P & ID and sends It on to the Instrument 
Design Department for instrumentation  cost, 
estimates. 
4. No Process Plow Diagram is drawn for the 
process. 
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out the summary sheet for those specific pieces of 
equipment and returns the sheet to the Project 
Engineering Department. 
If the process is computer controlled, the 
Engineering Technology Department works with the Process 
Engineering Department to develop a summary of the 
signals to be sent to the computer. At the same time, 
the Piping Design Department is working with the Rev Pi 
Scope Report to draw a rough facilities arrangement to be 
Included in the next version of the scope report. 
The Project Engineering Department coordinates the 
work on the Signal Summary, the P & ID, and the 
facilities arrangement. For the next revision of the 
scope report, the Project Engineering Department advises 
the Economic Evaluation Department ' on the scope 
definition. This definition is based on the work the 
Project Engineering Department is coordinating. At the 
same time, the Construction Engineering Department 
advises the Economic Evaluation Department on 
construction strategies for the plant. As the process 
design becomes firm, the Economic evaluation Department 
incorporates the information developed so far about the 
plant into the Rev P2 Scope Report. This document now 
contains a listing of all the equipment to be sized and 
estimated,  a rough facilities arrangement,  and  the 
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current P & 10. This scope report is then sent out, 
along with the process specifications for each piece of 
equipment (generated by the Process Engineering 
Department), to the design engineering departments for 
further equipment sizing and cost estimating. 
The amount of sizing and cost estimating done by 
each of the design departments varies quite a bit, but 
the end result can be seen in Figure 4-3. The type of 
Information generated by each department also varies 
quite a bit from plant to plant, with some of the 
differences shown in Table 4-1. Figure 4-3 represents 
the flow of information for a general Class III cost 
estimate, regardless of the class of the plant. The time 
frame that this figure represents ranges from as little 
as two weeks for a standard plant to eight months for a 
new technology plant, which can be understood from the 
differences In the information flows for the different 
plant types. 
engineering manhours are estimated for every type of 
plant by all departments Involved In the design. These 
estimates show how much time each department thinks it 
win need to completely design the plant If the bid is 
approved by the customer. In the diagrams, manhour 
estimates Include computer costs Incurred In the design 
process,  and travel and living costs for the engineers 
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that must travel to the plant site. 
Any special construction information about the 
equipment being estimated is relayed to the Project 
engineering Department, which collates this information 
into a detailed construction basis for the Economic 
evaluation Department. As the plants move from 
standardized to new technology, the Information developed 
during the cost estimate Increases. More detailed 
mechanical descriptions of the equipment are developed 
because there are fewer old plants to refer to for sizes 
and costs. More work must be done before a bid is Issued 
to Insure that the cost estimate for the plant is within 
the same confidence interval as that for a standard 
plant. 
The design engineering function Is broken down into 
ten separate departments in Figure 4-4. Each of the 
bubbles In this figure represents one department 
responsible for designing specific types of equipment. 
Each of these bubbles, in turn, is broken down in Figures 
4-5 to 4-16 to show the Inputs and the outputs of each 
department. Figure 4-4 gives a summary of the outputs of 
each department for easy reference. The outputs for 
standard plants have been marked with an asterisk to 
emphasize the abbreviated information flows for these 
plants as opposed to existing or new technology plants. 
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Figure 4»4i Diagram 3.4 • The Design Engineering 
. Organization 
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rigure 4*3: Diagram 3,4.1 - The Machinery Engineering 
Department 
Process Specs* 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
Std. Plants: 
Other groups that use 
Machinery Engineering output: 
Electrical Eng. 
Process Control 
Piping 
Civil/Structural 
Process Specs» 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
Detailed Cost 
Estimates 
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Figure  4"6l   Diagram  3.4.2  - The  Machinery Applications 
Department 
Process Specsi Rev Pt 
& P2 Scope Report 
Rotating Equipment 
Mechanical Specs 
& Costsi Manhour 
Estimates 
Std. Plants: 
Other aroups that use 
Machinery Applications output 
Electrical Eng. 
Process Control 
Piping 
Civil/Structural 
Process Specsi 
Rev PI  & P2 Scope Report 
Manhour Estimates 
& Equipment Costs 
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Figure 4»7| Diagram 3.4.3 - The Manufacturing Enaineerlng 
Department 
Process Specs; 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
Std. Plants: 
Other groups that use 
Manufacturing Eng. output: 
Process Control 
Piping 
CM/Structural 
Process Specsi 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
A Review of Economic 
Eval'8 Cost Estimates 
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Figure 4-8i Diagram 3.4.4 - The Pressure Vessels 
Department 
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Figure  4-9l   Diagram  3.4.5  - The  Electrical   Enoineerlna 
&  Deslqn  Department 
Process Specs* 
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Figure  4-10!  Diagram 3.4.6 - The Process Controls 
Department 
Process Specs» 
^v Rev P2 Scope Report 
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and Indexi 
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Plgurt 4»lit Diagram 3,4.7 •» The Piping Department 
Std. Plants: 
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Piping output* 
Electrical Eng. 
Process Control 
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Flgurt  4»12l   Diagram  3.4.8  -  The Environmental 
Engineering Department 
(Same for Std. Plants) 
Process Specsj 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
Treatment Unit  Info & 
Costs» Manhour 
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Required 
Other groups that use 
Environmental Eng. output: 
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Piping 
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Figure 4-131  Diagram 3.4.9 - The Mechanical Design 
Department 
Process Specs« 
Rov P2 Scope Report 
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• These are the only outputs for Standard Plants. 
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figure 4-141  Diagram 3.4.9.1   - The Utilities and 
Equipment Department 
_s. Process Specs» 
"V \ UtJty_Header 
V^* Layout 
Brief Utility Equip. 
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Costsi Header 
Line Slzesj 
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Std. Plants: Process Specsi 
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Ijfc^ffrMgf^f")* 
rigurt 4-141 Diagram 3.4.9.1 - The Utilities and 
Equipment Department 
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Figure 4-iSi  Diagram  3.4.9.2  - The  Valve and Material 
Selection Department 
Process Specs; 
Rev P2 Scope Report 
Cost Estimates for Manual 
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rigur* 4»16i  Diagram 3.4.10 - The Civil/structural 
Department 
^\ Header Sizes 
Site Prep Dwgs> Utility 
Header Layouts* 
Detafled Constr. lnfo» 
Manhour Estimate 
Std. Plants: Rev P2 Scope Report 
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Civil/Structural outputs 
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As explained earlier, two diagrams are used to 
represent each department at the cost estimate staqe; one 
diagram is for standard plants and the other is for any 
class of plant. For example, Figure 4-6 depicts the 
information flows through the Machinery Applications 
Department during a cost estimate. For a non-standard 
plant, the department communicates with the Process 
Controls, Project Engineering, and Environmental 
Engineering Departments, but does not communicate with 
any of these departments for the listed documents to any 
appreciable extent durinq the estimate of a standard 
plant. The Machinery Applications Department also 
produces some mechanical specifications (this is the most 
that it will produce for a cost estimate) that are 
available for other departments in a non-standard plant 
estimate. At the bottom of the page, other departments 
that often use some of the Information in those 
specifications are listed for reference. 
Project execution Phase 
As shown in the overall view, if the customer 
accepts the bid on the plant given by the company, the 
project execution phase is entered, which is represented 
by Figure 4-i7.This diagram begins with the Project 
Engineering Department issuing a Rev 0 Scope Report 
(actually Just the Rev Px Scope Report renamed) to all 
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Figure  4-lfl   Diagram 5  -  The  Project  Execution  Phase 
Project 
Go-ahead 
Rev 0 Scope 
Report 
Notesi 
1£ven though the Economic Evduaton 
Department Is not shown. It Is still In 
the project execution In a consulting 
and cost control capacity. 
2.The P & ID Includes Pipe Specs from 
the Valve & Matl Selection group. 
3.Bubble8 5.3 and 5.4 do not apply for Treatment 
Plants. 
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Final Drawings, 
Equipment 
Arrangement, 
Plot Plan. 
Vendor Prints, 
Finished Equip., 
«tc. /ij!7 
Project' 
& Constr.J 
Eng. 
Construction 
Package & 
Finished Equlp.f 
the departments involved in the cost estimate to initiate 
the final design of the plant. The Process Engineering 
Department generates any revised heat and material 
balances for any process changes. Where necessary, the 
process specifications are revised and redistributed to 
the appropriate departments for the final equipment 
design. 
Here, as in the cost estimate phase, most of the 
Information flows occur many times, not just once as the 
diagrams Imply. For example, process updates occur often 
as the project progresses, meaning that equipment sizing 
must be revised, or even new equipment must be designed. 
Therefore, Figure 4-17 can only show that certain basic 
information flows exist in a project, rather than showing 
the exact time sequence in which they occur. 
The design engineering bubble (5.6) can be broken 
down In tne project phase (as was done In the cost 
estimate phase) and is shown In Figure 4-18. The same 
ten departmentsare shown In this figure as were shown for 
the cost estimate, and the final products of each 
department are again summarized next to each bubble. 
There is no need to differentiate between the products of 
each department for standard versus non-standard plant 
designs here, because the work at this stage Is about the 
same for all classes of plants.  That Is, enough work 
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Figure 4-181 Diagram 5.6 - The Design Engineering 
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•• This department Is not part of. the Design Engineering Department. 
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should have been done In the estimate of a non-standard 
plant that there should.be few revisions needed in the 
Rev Px Scope Report. A standard plant now needs more 
work to generate all of the detailed mechanical 
specifications and associated documents that would have 
been done already for the non-standard plant. 
Each of ttie ten bubbles in Figure 4-17 is expanded 
in Figures 4-19 to 4-31. Many of these -liigrams have one 
bubble in commons the Vendor Approval Cycle bubble. Any 
department that specifies equipment to be bought from a 
vendor goes through this cycle to first choose a vendor, 
and then to woric with the vendor to develop the exact 
description of the equipment to be supplied. Since this 
process is long and involved, It is slmpller to show it 
in a general form applicable to all departments and then 
represent it by a single bubble on the each diagram that 
needs It. This vendor approval cycle is shown in Figure 
4-32 in an abbreviated form. The diagram describes the 
process that any specifying group would use to go from 
equipment specifications to the final approved vendor 
prints describing the equipment. 
To start the cycle, a specifying group will develop 
detailed mechanical specifications for the piece of 
equipment being ordered. Standards for the equipment, 
describing the way the company prefers certain things 
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Figure 4-191 Diagram 5.6.1 - The Machinery Encjlneering 
Department 
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Figure 4-201 Diagram 5.6.2 * The Machinery Applications 
Department 
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Figure 4-21t Diagram 5.6.3 - The Manufacturing 
Engineering Department 
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Figure 4-221 Diaaram 5.6.4 - The Pressure Vessels 
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Figure  4-23*   Diagram  5.6.5  - The Electrical  Engineering 
&  Design  Department 
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Figure  4-241   Diagram  5.6.6  -  The  Process  Controls 
Department 
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Figure 4-25»   Diagram 5.6.7  - The  Pipinq Department 
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Figure  4-26|  Diagram  5.6.8 - The Environmental 
Engineering Department 
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Pigurt 4«27i Diagram 5.6.9 • The Mechanical Design 
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Flgurt  4-281   Diagram 5.6.9.1' -  The Utilities  and 
Equipment  Department 
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Figure 4-29i  Diagram 5.6.9.2 - The  Valve and Material 
Selection  Department 
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Valve & Mat! Selection outputi 
AH groups that receive the P & ID (Pipe Specs Included h the P & ID) 
5<> 
Flgurt 4»30* Diagram 5.6.9.3 - The Stress Analysis 
Department 
Piping Stress Analysis 
Other groups that use 
Stress Analysis output: 
Piping 
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Figure  4-31s   Diagram  5.6.10  -  The Civil/Structural 
Department 
Rev 0 Scope Report 
Revised 
Bldg 
Req'mts 
Piling, Site Prep, Drainage, Foundation, 
Structural Steel, Painting, 
Landscaping, ,A Paving Drawlngsj 
Plot Plan 
This Is Is slmmllar to a Vendor Approval Cycle, except the vendor 
(contractor) Is already chosen, and Civil/Structural Is the only 
group that needs to review the detaBed drawings. 
Other groups that use 
CMI/Structural outputi 
Manufacturing Eng. 
Electrical Design 
Instrument Design 
Piping 
Utilities & Equipment 
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Plgurt  4-321  The  Vendor  Approval  Cycle 
Revised 
•Mort 
^Revisions 
of Prints] 
Specsy 
Final 
Approved 
Vendor 
.Prints 
PDC 
VENDORS 
Bid 
Selection 
TNs diagram applies to* 
5.6.1.2 
5.6.2.2 
5.6.4.2 
5.6.5.2 
5.6.6.2 
5.6.9.1.2 
5.6.10.2 
• By any Process and/or Design Groups Involved with the equipment. 
PE    - Project Engineering 
PS    - Purchasing 
PDC - Purchasing (Drawing Coordination) 
PC    - Print Control 
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done and many times the materials that are to be used, 
are attached to the specifications. Often, these 
standards are taken straight out of a file cabinet and 
are modified or reworded slightly before belnq attached 
to the specifications. This packet of specifications and 
standards is sent to the Project Engineering Department, 
which then sends it down to the Purchasing Department. A 
Request For Quote (RFQ) is sent out to the appropriate 
vendors, who respond with quotes and a description of 
what they intend to supply. The Purchasing Department 
then assembles this information into one document, which 
is distributed to all departments in the company that 
have any input to the design of the equipment. 
The departments review the vendor offers and decide 
from which vendor to order the equipment, sometimes, no 
vendor offers are satisfactory, in which case a new set 
of requests are sent out for vendor quotes. After a 
vendor is finally chosen, the Project Engineering 
Department authorizes the Purchasing Department to send a 
Purchase Order to the chosen vendor. In response to 
this, the vendor will produce a set of drawings (vendor 
prints) describing the equipment to be built. This 
starts off the vendor print review cycle, where vendor 
prints travel back and forth between the company and the 
vendor until everyone Involved has approved the drawings. 
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This cycle Involves several print handling groups before 
and after the engineering departments mark up the vendor 
prints with revisions. The Project Engineering 
Department has the responsibility for collating all of 
the print revisions made before the print is returned to 
the vendor, and distributing the collated remarks back to 
each of the engineering departments involved. Once the 
vendor prints are approved by the company, a final copy 
Is produced by the vendor, and copies of these prints are 
distributed to all departments involved in the equipment 
design. 
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CHAPTER 5 -  DESIGNED SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
This chapter presents the characteristics of a 
computer system designed to aid engineers during the cost 
estimate and design of a chemical plant. The system was 
developed without regard to what present technologies are 
available, so that a guideline might be established for 
the computerization of the design process. 
The designed system characteristics are discussed in 
three parts. The first section will be concerned with 
the basic configuration of the system, Including some of 
the hardware aspects of the system. The organization of 
the documents In the Integrated data base will be covered 
In the second section. Finally, the capabilities that 
the system should have to generate and manipulate those 
documents will be discussed In the last section. 
This last area will be dealt with In two parts. An 
overview of how the system could operate during a typical 
cost estimate and a project Is given in the first 
section. This overview basically consists of stepping 
through the operation of the system, using to a certain 
extent the Information flow diagrams as a guide. After 
this overview, details of the system, such as security 
and revision handling facilities, will be discussed. 
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5.1 System Configuration 
The computer system that Is being developed in this 
thesis Is Intended to be expandable to eventually cover 
most all facets of operations at the company. The part 
of the system that Is to be used in the engineering area 
is designed to eliminate much of the paper work Involved 
in chemical plant design. This Implies that It will be 
necessary for everyone to have access to the computer at 
any time, if the system is to be effective. A terminal 
at every desk is one solution to this need, but terminals 
alone will not suffice [2]. 
The term "workstation" might better be suited to the 
devices that would be in everyone's office T3J. These 
workstations must have a variety of capabilities to 
effectively handle the demands placed upon them by the 
system users [4]. The capabilities of the workstations 
would vary, depending on the type of work that needs to 
be done by each user, but most of the workstations would 
have some level of capability In each of the following 
areas: 
1. Word Processing - This feature would allow the 
user to manipulate and edit text documents 
easily on the screen. 
2. Program Development - Programming in a variety 
of languages (from standard languages like 
FORTRAN to user oriented languages such as 
SPEAKEASY) should be supported. 
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3. Calculation - Utilities that allow the user to 
enter algebraic statements on the screen and 
then evaluate the expressions automatically 
would speed up computations that are not 
already programmed on to the system. 
4. Program execution - A library of routines 
would be available for the user to run at any 
time on his terminal to aid In engineering 
design, cost estimating, and so on. 
5. Graphics - All workstations should have some 
type of graphical capability, especially the 
capability to view drawings and models stored 
in the data base. Not everyone needs to be 
able to edit, create, or dynamically move 
models on their workstation; only those people 
who need this capability for detailed design 
would need to have this feature at their 
workstation. 
6. Hardcopy Capability - When a paper copy of a 
document or drawing is needed, the user should 
be able to enter a simple command (or press a 
button for a copy of what is presently on the 
screen), and then pick up the requested 
listings at a nearby location (perhaps a 
central hardcopy room for the user's group or 
department). 
Traditionally, to support all of these activities 
for a large number of users, an extensive central network 
of computers would often be used. A distributed network 
of computers, however, would not be so cumbersome to 
handle and operate. Recent studies have also determined 
that distributed networks operate faster and more 
efficiently than the centralized networks [5, 6]. The 
only drawback with a distributed network is that they 
generally require a higher capital Investment than the 
centralized network. This type of system would mean that 
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each workstation Mould contain Its own processing unit, 
capable of doing many of the tasks mentioned above 
without the need to be supported by the central system. 
A network of mainframe computers would act as a host 
system for the workstations. In some cases, It might be 
efficient to have a smaller computer act as the host to 
several of the intelligent terminals, with the mainframes 
then acting as the host to the smaller computer. 
The central system would act as the coordinator of 
all the documents, and would also be used for very 
involved analysis programs (such as the process 
simulator). As needed, users would download various 
utility programs to be run at their workstation, and 
would download any documents to be worked on at the 
workstation. Central storage of the documents and 
programs would be generally on the central system, 
although for special areas (solids modeling and other 
graphical applications), local storage would be provided 
in addition to central storage. 
To make the Implementation and use of the system as 
successful as possible, the system should employ 
extensive "help" features. These features would enable 
the user to query the system for Information about 
commands, the use of programs, or other operations that 
the user might not understand.   Many computer systems 
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employ hierarchical help functions that allow the user to 
ask for more and more detailed levels of help for 
specific functions. For example, the user could ask for 
help about a certain topic, and the computer would 
respond with a short summary about the topic, and a list 
of keywords that the user could enter for more detailed 
Information on a subsection of the main topic. This type 
of feature on the system would help to create a 
user-friendly atmosphere on the system, because the user 
could Interact with the computer to get the answers, 
rather than paging through large manuals to find the 
required Information. 
Some systems used currently employ the question mark 
as a universal symbol for help. For example, If the user 
can not remember an entire command word, he could type In 
the first and second letter, and then type a question 
mark. The computer would respond with a list of all 
commands that could be executed at that time with those 
first letters. This type of help Is very useful In 
acquainting users with the system, and can greatly 
decrease the time It takes for a user to learn how the 
system operates. 
The actual method that the engineer uses to 
communicate with the system is an important factor In how 
quickly he adapts to the computer. Many interactive 
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programs  written today are based on what can be referred 
to as one-dimensional Input.  That Is, the program asks 
the user  a series of questions, one at a time, to which 
the user enters his responses* K  more progressive mode 
of  input  is  two-dimensional  Input,  where the program 
presents a questionnaire type of form to the user on the 
screen,  and the user fills in the appropriate blanks on 
the screen to give Information to the program.   This 
scheme Is  much easier to use,  because the user is 
reguired to fill in only the blanks that pertain to his 
needs,  and he can fill them in any order he desires. 
With the one-dimensional approach, the user must answer 
each guestlon whether  it applies to him or not.  Much 
time can be saved in the two-dimensional method when the 
blanks are already filled in by the computer, either with 
default values or  the values the engineer last used, 
because only the values that have changed need to be 
reentered on the form. 
This two-dimensional approach would be used in the 
proposed system where possible to facilitate the entry of 
information into the computer by the user. 
Three-dimensional input, in the form of voice input and 
output, would also be a part of the new system. This 
facility might not be as extensive as the other types of 
input, because often these other types would be more 
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efficient to use than the voice option. This voice input 
and output would be available to any user that might 
prefer to use it. The voice option could be used in 
programming just like any other input/output medium. For 
example, a program could read from a voice unit just as 
easily as it could read from a keyboard. 
It is very Important for the new system to be as 
flexible as possible with respect to the user interface. 
The more freedom the user has in Interacting with the 
system, the more efficiently he can operate with it. 
Therefore, the system should not just use the best of 
these input options alone, but Instead should make all 
options available to the user, so that he can select the 
one with which he is most comfortable. 
5.2 Data structure 
There are two basic types of data structures that 
have been investigated for the proposed computer system: 
relational and network. Relational data structures can be 
thought of as a large set of tables, with certain columns 
as key elements that can be used for searching, creating 
summaries, and so on. Network data structures, on the 
other hand, work from a common point and branch out in a 
tree-like structure. 
In a relational data structure, the information to 
be stored in the data base is sorted and placed in tables 
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according to predefined relations. For example, one row 
of a table containing pump information could contain the 
equipment number, capacity, and model number for a 
specific pump in the plant. Certain problems can arise 
when manipulating a relational data base, such update 
dependency. That is, when a given piece of information 
is updated, it could cause the rearranging of a whole 
table to accommodate a changing relation. To avoid this 
type of problem, third normal forms were introduced for 
the relational data structure. 
To define a third normal form, two other terms need 
to be defined: primary keys and non-key domains. Primary 
keys are simply the pieces of information used to access 
related items. For example, the pump number could be a 
primary key, which could be used to access that pump's 
capacity and model number. The capacity and type would 
then be the non-key domain for that relation. 
A relation is in third normal form if and only if 
the non-key domains are fully dependent on only the 
primary key, and all non-key domains are mutually 
independent. For example, to put the pump information in 
third normal form, two relations would be produced. The 
first relation would be that for pumps In general, given 
a model number, the pump capacity could be retrieved. 
The second relation would then be that given any pump 
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equipment number, the model number could be retrieved. 
In other words, two tables of two columns each have been 
set up to represent pumps Instead of one table with three 
columns. 
The network data structure works quite differently 
than the network data structure. With the relational 
data structure, searches are very efficient, because the 
user specifies a primary key, and a program simply 
searches a table for that key. with the network data 
structure, searches are more sequential (and trial and 
error) In nature. Each piece of Information depends on 
the piece of Information before It. For example, If the 
capacity of a certain pump model was needed, a program 
would have to go from pump to pump In the data base until 
a pump was found with the desired model number. The 
capacity of this pump would be the required number. 
It would seem that the relational data structure 
might be more desirable to have for the Integrated data 
base, but each structure has Its advantages and 
disadvantages. As was discussed above, the relational 
data structure Is very good for creating summaries and 
performing searches, and It can be represented in a 
simple tabular form. The disadvantages with this 
structure are that the third normal forms are difficult 
to  program,  the  relations created do not always 
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correspond to the Informational view of the user, and 
redundancies often occur In the data structure. Also, 
changes In relations and associations can affect the way 
the non-Key domains depend on the primary keys C7J. 
These factors are not difficulties for the network 
structure, but there are other problems with the network 
structure. A main problem is the dependency of any 
programming on physical access paths through the data 
base. That Is, to find Information In the data base, 
there are only certain "paths" through the data base that 
can be followed. An analogy for this situation would be 
trying to find a specific leaf on a tree by simply 
searching along the branches one at a time until the 
correct leaf Is found. The pump problem discussed above 
showed the dependency of the programs on searching for 
Information pump by pump, rather than by using primary 
keys as in the relational data structure. 
There are three basics sets of data that must be 
handled by the data structures: three dimensional models, 
two dimensional drawings, and alphanumeric documents. 
The three major types of documents would best be stored 
in three separate data bases (or at least three separate 
sections of the data base) because there Is a different 
method for storing each type efficiently. Also, 
different software will  probably  be  regulred  to 
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manipulate each type of document, so each type of 
software can be optimized to work on the different 
documents. A brief breakdown of the documents is as 
follows: 
1. Three Dimensional Models 
- Detailed Mechanical Drawings 
- Vendor Prints 
- Equipment Arrangements 
- Installation Diagrams for Instrumentation 
and Electrical Wiring 
- Construction   Drawings   (Foundations, 
Structural Steel, Site Prep, etc.) 
2. Two Dimensional Drawings 
- Process Flow Diagram 
- Process and Instrumentation Diagram 
• Instrument   and  Electrical  Diagrams 
(Wiring, Panel, Single-line, etc.) 
- Plot Plan  (can  be  generated  from 
equipment arrangement) 
- Some Process Specification Schematics 
- Some Equipment Specification Schematics 
3. Alphanumeric Documents 
• Process Specifications 
- Heat fc Material Balances 
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- Equipment Specification* and Standards 
• Summaries - equipment* line, insulation, 
Instrument, electrical, utility, etc. 
(can all be qenerated automatically) 
- Cost estimates 
- Equipment Estimates 
- Scope Reports 
A combination of a relational data structure and a 
network data structure might be the best way to handle 
all of these documents. The relational structure could 
handle the organization and much of the data for text 
documents such as process specifications, mechanical 
specifications, and cost estimates, while the network end 
of the data structure could handle the organization of 
the drawings and their associated text documents. 
In the data structure, all of the documents used In 
a plant design must somehow be tied together* One 
possible method to achelve this could be to use the P & 
10 as a basis for the network data structure [8], Since 
this diagram contains most of the equipment to be 
installed In the plant and shows the relationship between 
the various pieces of equipment, it would seem reasonable 
to use It to coordinate the storage of all of the 
documents relating to these pieces of equipment. For 
example, as the P & ID is being created, a master 
coordinating  table could be compiled automatically, 
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containing pointers for each piece of equipment's 
associated documents. These documents Could be stored In 
a network fashion, with each document pointing to the 
next document applying * to a particular piece of 
equipment. For example, the process specification could 
contain a pointer to the corresponding schematic for that 
specification, and that schematic could contain a pointer 
to the three dimensional model of that piece of 
equipment, and so on. 
To take this possible arrangement one step closer to 
a relational data base, the master coordinating table 
could Include information from each piece of equipment 
for commonly used summaries. An example of this might be 
the inclusion of cooling water requirements of pumps, 
compressors, and other pieces of equipment In the master 
table so that the cooling water summary can be produced 
quickly. As documents in the data base are updated, the 
master table could also be updated automatically. 
For convenience, the master table might be divided 
into various sections, such as piping, process equipment, 
valves, Instrumentation, and equipment not shown on the P 
fc 10 (such as buildings, electrical transformers and 
starters, etc.). Most of this table could be generated 
automatically from the P t ID, except for the non-process 
equipment.   This non-process equipment could be entered 
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in the table by the engineer once so that the data base 
would keep track of it as well as the equipment on the P 
& ID. 
This whole master table would be transparent to the 
user, because the table would be generated and updated 
almost entirely automatically. The master table could be 
complemented by a high level language processor, which 
would allow the user to create unusual summaries easily. 
The purpose of this processor would be to relieve the 
engineer of the responsibility of delving into the data 
base to try to extract information. The information 
could be retrieved automatically for the engineer by this 
high level processor. 
Another way to supplement this master table would be 
to overlay It with an associative ring structure, which 
can be thought of as a type of relational data structure. 
In the associative ring structure, common items are tied 
together with pointers [9]. For example, pointers could 
be stored in the master table to connect all centrifugal 
pumps together in a ring. That is, by following the 
pointers, the user could skip through the master table, 
accessing only Information for centrifugal pumps. It is 
called a ring structure because eventually, the user will 
end up at the pump he started with. This ring structure 
would mean that more storage is required to coordinate 
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the same number of documents, but the gains In speed that 
users might get with the associative ring structure could 
justify its use in certain areas. 
An especially Important requirement of the 
integrated data base is that all three data types (text, 
tiro dimensional and three dimensional drawings) be 
compatible. That is, programs should be able to access 
any or all of the areas that these data types are stored 
in at any time. For example, programs should be able to 
read the schematic of a part of the process to check its 
consistency with the three dimensional model of that 
process. This type of compatibility could be very 
important for automatic error detection (10). This type 
of error detection will be discussed further in the next 
section. 
5,3 System Operation 
One way to outline some of the capabilities and 
features of the proposed system is to follow a typical 
plant cost estimate and design as it would be done on the 
computer. This approach allows one to envision how the 
system Interacts with the different groups that would use 
it, and how the system could be expanded to Include 
functions not discussed in this thesis. 
Class III Cost Estimate Phase 
The integrated data base would be used as  soon as 
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the company is contacted by a customer. Records of 
previous plant designs would be used as a starting point 
for discussions of the design basis for the proposed 
plant. These records could show how plants have 
performed for different process designs, and thus might 
give an indication of how the proposed plant should 
operate. 
Once the plant design basis has been developed, the 
process engineer would work with a graphics workstation 
to develop the Process Flow Diagram (PFD). This PFD 
could be either a modification of a PFD from an old 
plant, or a totally new design. To construct the 
schematic, the engineer would simply select the 
appropriate symbols from a menu and add these components 
to the drawing. Each of these components would represent 
one or more pieces of equipment. As the components are 
added, the piping between pieces of equipment could be 
shown by indicating the nozzles on the components that 
are connected together. Lines would be automatically 
routed between these nozzles to show the piping. These 
interconnections could be recorded for later use in the 
simulation of the process and eventually in the 
organization of the documents generated for the plant. 
Tees and branches In the piping would be handled by 
simply indicating into which existing pipe the new pipe 
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section fits, and how the flows in the different pipes 
are related at that Intersection. As the process flow 
sheet Is built up, Instructions would have to be 
associated with specific pieces of equipment to Indicate 
to the process simulator how to handle that piece of 
equipment. For example, when a reactor component Is 
added to the flow diagram, the extent of the reaction and 
the length of time that the reactants are In the reactor 
would have to be given to the process simulator. 
These Instructions could be given In a very 
English-like manner to make the drawing easier to create 
and understand. For example, to describe how much feed 
should be Injected Into a flowing stream at a tee In a 
pipe, one could enter: "Set flow In feed pipe such that 
solids concentration In exit pipe is 0.084 ." Once the 
PFO and any other necessary process Information has been 
entered, the computer simulator would produce a heat and 
material balance for that particular design. The time 
required to construct the flowsheet should be less than 
the time required to make a neat sketch of the process on 
a sheet of paper. 
All instructions and components In the PFD could be 
edited as necessary, using simple commands. This editing 
feature makes the graphics flowsheet simulator valuable. 
Once a change has been visualized, it can be reflected in 
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the flowsheet quickly using the editing capabilities of 
the graphics system. This would allow the engineer to 
investigate many design configurations in a short amount 
of time, because once the engineer has reconstructed the 
flow diagram, the process can be simulated immediately. 
No programs have to be re-written or modified to simulate 
the process, which is what is done currently with many 
process simulators. 
If the designer needs to put a piece of equipment on 
the flowsheet that is not in the standard library of 
components, he could construct a temporary symbol to 
represent the equipment. The operation of this equipment 
would then be described using the same type of 
English-like statements as before. The key words in the 
description could include some that invoice standard 
operations (such as a reactor or distillation column) 
along with specialized Instructions for that equipment. 
The engineer could use the Integrated data base in 
conjunction with historical data on past plants to find 
the best process design to perform a certain operation. 
The performance of existing plants could be compared to 
their designed performance to aid the engineer in 
deciding what process he should work with. Searches 
night be performed for the engineer to determine if there 
were any processes used in previous plants that were more 
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efficient than the one being currently investigated. 
This type of search could be quite valuable as the 
Information contained in the data base grows, because, 
for example, checks could be run automatically to ensure 
that the process being worked on contains the appropriate 
components. These components might be dictated by 
company policy, previous plant designs, or perhaps 
governmental regulation. 
Once the process engineer has optimized the PFD as 
much as necessary for the estimate or project being done, 
the process specifications can be created. Programs, 
using the process simulator output, would generate 
partially completed process specifications for most all 
egulpment. These specifications can then be edited and 
added to by the process engineer, right on the screen. 
The process specification format normally varies for 
different types of equipment. Each of these formats 
would be stored in a reference library for use by the 
specification generating programs. This way, the data 
storage in the computer for each type of equipment could 
be standardized, allowing the user to display the same 
Information with the format that suits his needs. As the 
information that must be displayed changes (or the format 
of the information), the formats In the library or the 
generation programs can be altered, leaving the data base 
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untouched. These generating programs would be capable of 
manipulating the Information in the data base before it 
is displayed, giving the system even more flexibility. 
The specification sheets could be set up in formats 
similar to those being used now in many companies. On a 
typical specification, a major portion of the document is 
devoted to word and number descriptions of the equipment, 
while another section Is designed to contain a brief 
sicetch of the equipment. Some specifications already 
have the sketches printed on them, while others have a 
blank area for the designer to use to sketch the 
equipment. Either of these styles can be used on the 
screen when the specification generation programs are 
run. 
The sketch of the equipment, usually just a two 
dimensional schematic, would be added to the 
specification and edited using the same methods employed 
to create the PFO. Remarks, arrows, and other notations 
could be added to the schematic as necessary to 
supplement the information In the text of the 
specification. 
The sheets could be standardized enough for most 
types of equipment that much of document would appear as 
a "fill In the blank" form. This way, parts of the 
specification could be completed automatically by the 
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computer. For example, when the specification generation 
program Is run, the heat and material balances for a 
specific piece of equipment would be accessed to get 
Information about the device. Background calculations 
could be performed using this data, and the results could 
be entered on the process specification for that piece of 
equipment. Using his past experience and expertise, the 
engineer could edit and add to the figures entered by the 
computer. If more calculations were necessary, the 
blanks corresponding to the Input to these computations 
could be filled In by the engineer, and the computer 
would take care of the calculations. Also, areas would 
be set aside on the specifications where the engineer 
could add special notes or remarks pertaining to the 
equipment or process. 
Different colors could be used when displaying these 
documents to give special significance to various areas 
on the documents. For Instance, revisions could be made 
a different color than the rest of the specification so 
that any user accessing that specification could see 
right away *hat information has been changed. 
The Information contained in the specification sheet 
would be stored In a compact form, so different 
specification formats could be used to access the same 
data.  This concept Is Important later when the detailed 
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mechanical specification is developed, because some of 
the information on the process specification can be 
transferred directly to the mechanical specification with 
little or no change. 
While the process specifications vere being 
developed, the process flow dlaqram would be expanded 
Into a P & 10 by the appropriate groups. This expansion 
process would consist of graphical editing of the PFD to 
Include such information as Instrument loops and piping 
specifications. Much of this data could be taken from 
previous plant P 6 IDs, if they exist. Often, it would 
be easier to modify an old P & ID rather than expand a 
new PFD. As the information Is added to the diagram, 
eguipment and Instrument summaries, line lists, 
insulation schedules, and so on, would be automatically 
compiled. 
At this time, the Economic Evaluation and Project 
Engineering Departments could be keeping track of the 
current progress being made on the process design through 
computer generated status reports. There are several 
ways that these status reports could be compiled. A 
simple way would be to have the person responsible for 
each document give an estimate of how complete the 
document Is (a percentage) and what day he expects to 
finish the document.  This Information could be updated 
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each tine the document Is accessed or edited, or at the 
end of the day. To enter this information, the person 
could participate in a short question and answer session, 
or possibly a table of projected dates could be shown for 
the documents within that person's scope of 
responsibility. This table could be edited much the way 
the process specifications would be edited. 
The status of current projects or cost estimates 
could then be accessed by any user in several ways. The 
fastest method would be to just display sections of the 
tables containing the current status of a specific job. 
To get more specific Information, the user could query 
the system for information about a specific document or 
group of documents. Listings could be made of documents 
that are projected to be done by a certain date, for 
example. The overall status of sections of a job could 
be displayed also. With this type of status system, a 
history of the project could be kept, which would allow 
the user to show how the project is progressing in 
relation to earlier projections. 
If someone needs to look at a document before it is 
completed, that Person can access the document and its 
current status through the data base. For example, if 
the Piping Design Department needs to get an idea of the 
process configuration so that  work could begin on the 
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facilities arrangement, the PFD or the P & ID could be 
accessed through the data base. The diagram could be 
displayed on the engineer's workstation along with an 
estimate of how complete the diagram is. This unfinished 
diagram could contain enough information for the Piping 
Design Department to begin reviewing old facilities 
arrangements to determine at least which one would be the 
easiest to revise. 
Once the process specifications and Rev P2 Scope 
Report have been completed, the design engineers could 
begin working on their cost and equipment estimates. 
Messages could be broadcast or mailed to the appropriate 
workstations to notify the designers that the completed 
scope report can now be accessed. Each engineer could 
access the documents that he needs to work with, such as 
the scope report and the process specifications for the 
equipment he is in charge of. If necessary, the engineer 
could copy the documents into his personal storage area 
for special uses or modifications. 
Like the process specifications, mechanical 
specifications can be generated from standard library 
formats with some of the design information already 
displayed. This information could come from the process 
specifications, design programs, or past plant designs. 
The engineer could edit and add to these documents  as 
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desired to the extent required for the estimate. 
Many of these documents could be displayed on the 
screen In a tutorial fashion. For example, many 
specification sheets used now have calculation sheets to 
help the user in filling out the form. Blank equations 
are displayed on the sheet, so the user fills in the 
blanks and then performs the Indicated calculations. The 
same Idea could be implemented on the computer. These 
calculations would be done automatically by the computer 
rather than the user, once the sheet has been filled out. 
For more complex calculations, programs could prompt the 
engineer for the inputs to the computation, or the user 
could simply fill in the blanks on the sheet that 
correspond to the calculation inputs. These calculation 
sheets would be recorded along with the specification 
sheets, so that another person could investigate how a 
given value was computed. 
Much of the Information departments produce for a 
cost estimate consists of manhour and equipment 
estimates, rather than, detailed mechanical 
specifications. These estimates would be developed on 
the computer In a manner similar to the method employed 
to create specifications. Standard forms could be used, 
with previously used estimates already filled in on the 
screen  to aid the engineer  in generating the new 
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estimates accurately. The Integrated data base would 
help the engineer with cost estimating because he could 
Interface with a cost estimating facility. The facility 
could use the data from a specification sheet, or the 
engineer could query the facility interactively to 
determine cost estimates. A cost data base would 
probably make up the major portion of the estimating 
facility, and this data base could be updated to keep its 
costs current. This Interface could help engineers make 
certain decisions quickly concerning materials, sizes, 
and other items that Influence costs, because 
alternatives could be evaluated Immediately by the 
engineer. This facility would just be used as a rough 
estimator for the engineers, while the Economic 
Evaluation Department would use more sophisticated 
techniques to determine the cost of the plant. 
Much of the special Information needed for 
construction cost estimating could be standardized enough 
so that design engineers could fill out memo-like forms 
to be mailed on the computer to the construction 
engineering and construction estimating groups. This 
information would be especially useful If it was in the 
form of how the costs might vary from a specific previous 
plant design. 
The equipment and manhour estimate forms  from all 
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departments Involved In the plant design could be 
automatically coordinated for the Economic evaluation 
Department to create sections of the scope report 
automatically. The scope reports now are standardized to 
the extent that ail estimates follow the same outline for 
the scope report, if a section of the report Is not 
required for a specific estimate, that section Is 
numbered and placed In the document, but no text Is 
placed In that section. This type of format Is easily 
adopted to the computer, which would then allow the 
Economic Evaluation Department to spend more of Its time 
verifying and reducing the costs of the plant, rather 
than collating numbers. Production of the final estimate 
for the plant could be speeded up and places where errors 
could slip through In the present system would be 
reduced. For example, any numbers which are abnormally 
larger or smaller than those from previous similar 
estimates could be flagged for Investigation. 
Projtet execution Phase 
A project would use many of the system features 
mentioned above, and would continue Into the areas of 
detailed drawings, detailed mechanical specifications, 
and vendor prints. 
The equipment to be ordered from vendors would be 
handled In a much smoother fashion on the new system than 
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it Is handled at the present time. The detailed 
mechanical specifications for the equipment would be 
generated using the same methods employed to create the 
process specifications. Once the mechanical 
specifications have been completed for a piece of 
equipment that is to be ordered from a vendor, the 
standards for that equipment could be generated. For the 
most part, these standards would be copied from a 
reference library and edited on the screen to meet the 
requirements for the equipment being ordered. Often, 
this editing would consist of rewriting only one or two 
paragraphs of the standards. 
The specifications and the standards could be mailed 
to the Project Engineering and the Purchasing Departments 
so that they could begin contacting vendors for quotes. 
The bid tabulation would be available for each person 
Involved in the design to access through the data base as 
soon as It could be assembled. Once the engineers have 
chosen a vendor, the Project Engineering Department could 
authorize the Purchasing Department to send a purchase 
order out to the vendor. 
As the vendor prints for the equipment begin to come 
into the company, they could go directly into the 
Integrated data base for all Involved parties to access 
(this topic will be discussed In further detail In 
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stction 5,4). each user could get a copy of the vendor 
print at his workstation, and could mark up either a 
paper copy of the vendor print or the version on the 
screen. The marked copies could be sent back to the 
Project Engineering Department, who would collate the 
remarks and pass them on to the vendor. This vendor 
print cycle would continue until all people Involved In 
the design of the equipment agreed with the vendor 
prints, as In the present system. 
Equipment to be built In-house could be designed on 
a three dimensional color solids modeling system that 
would allow the user to dynamically move the part on the 
screen. The major part of the design would then be the 
conceptual design of the equipment, rather than the 
dimensioning, calculating, and other time consuming tasks 
associated with the drawing board approach. Drafting 
Itself would be placed on a low priority, because once 
the part has been described In the data base, It Is very 
easy to generate fully dimensioned drawings of any view 
or cross section of the part. Because the model of the 
equipment can be oriented to show any view or cross 
section, and because the exact geometric description of 
the piece Is stored In the data base, dimensioning can be 
made automatic. Often, though, the dimensioning routines 
night require some guidance from the engineer as to which 
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dimensions to show and where to place them. 
The three dimensional solids modeling system would 
be the basis for many analysis programs that now require 
much manual data Input. For example, finite element 
analysis of structural parts and pressure vessels would 
be easy to perform, once the pieces have been constructed 
In the data base. Another major area of use of the 
solids model would be In the stress analysis of the 
piping In the plant. Once the solids model of the plant 
has been created, it could be linked with the stress 
analysis programs, so that the engineer could concentrate 
on analyzing the dynamics of the piping system rather 
than on entering the pipe geometry into the computer. 
This solids model of the plant would greatly reduce 
the need for a Plastic model of the plant (111. The Bill 
of Materials for the piping in the plant could be 
automatically generated for use in fabricating the 
pipe [121. The computer would perform automatic 
Interference checking on the equipment In the plant as It 
Is being designed, which was one of the major uses of 
plastic models. Automatic pipe routing in three 
dimensions is a by-product of interference checking, 
because a routine could keep Increasing the length of a 
pipe until It runs Into an obstruction. The programs to 
perform pipe routing would probably work most efficiently 
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with tone interactive guidance from a design engineer. 
Alto, the computer model could be used to check for 
adequate clearance during construction and assembly of 
the plant by simulating the installation of various 
pieces of equipment and performing Interference checking. 
The three dimensional solids model of the plant 
would allow the design engineers to actually "walk 
through" the plant before it Is built. The plant can be 
shown In perspective views from any orientation, thus 
showing the engineer exactly what he would see in the 
actual plant. The workstations might even be powerful 
enough to allow the engineer to dynamically move through 
the plant In real time. The engineer could indicate to 
the computer the direction to move in with a joystick or 
similar input device. This capability could be a very 
Important factor in designing highly complex plants in 
the future, because most of the equipment could be 
visually Inspected and verified before the plant is ever 
built. 
Another important area that the Integrated data base 
could be used efficiently in is checking for the 
consistency of the three dimensional model with the P £• 
10. Programs could automatically trace the piping in 
both the solids model and the schematic to determine if 
the pipe routing and order of equipment is the same  in 
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both drawings. This check could be used for the plant 
model as veil as the models of each piece of equipment. 
The schematics for the pieces of equipment could come 
from either the detailed mechanical specifications or 
standard reference libraries. 
Electrical and Instrumentation schematics could be 
generated using tiro dimensional software, and would be 
used to check any installation diagrams, and vice-versa. 
Most of the summaries of the plant could be compiled 
and updated automatically with the integrated data base. 
Special summaries would be generated by specifying what 
information Is desired from each piece or group of 
equipment. 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing could benefit greatly 
from the Integrated data base, because once the detailed 
equipment drawings have been developed, a program can 
generate any Numerical Control code needed to cut out, 
drill, mill, or roll any parts to be made in the shop. 
For example, many tanks and vessels used in chemical 
plants today are made mostly of sheet metal cut outs 
rolled or bent into the proper shapes and welded 
together. If a solids model of the vessel is 
constructed, it could be taken apart and unrolled In the 
computer by a program. The Individual parts could be 
drawn and dimensioned for inspection and editing. Once 
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the parts are unrolled, it Is easy to generate the code 
to Instruct computer-controlled machines to cut out the 
parts (especially for flame cutters). Another Important 
use might be in Pipe fabrication. Piping is a major 
expense in any plant, so if the company could fabricate 
the pipe in-house automatically, much time and money 
might be saved. From the solids model of the plant, a 
Bill of Materials for the piping would be generated. 
This listing could be used to drive an automatic pipe 
cutting and bending machine, allowing much of the pipe in 
the plant to be manufactured quickly. 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing could easily be 
extended further Into the areas of robot assembly and 
welding, as the extent of the data base and CAM 
technology grows. 
Terminals would be available in the field for use by 
the construction workers, so that they could examine the 
model from any angle, and could generate any dimensioned 
drawings they needed. With access to the computer model, 
the construction crew would have the most current model 
of the plant to work with. This could prevent costly 
reconstruction of redesigned sections of the plant, 
because construction often begins before the entire 
design of the plant is complete. The walk through 
capability of  the dynamic workstations would be  a 
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tremendous aid for the workers to visualize how parts of 
the plant fit together. These terminals might also help 
facilitate such operations as instrument calibration 
while the plant Is being built. The field engineers 
could access the data base to get information on specific 
Instruments if there are any calibration questions. This 
would eliminate in many cases the time required to 
contact the instrument engineer responsible for the 
Instrument to get the same information. 
5.4 Details of the System 
The use of the Integrated data base does create some 
difficulties that are not present in the current paper 
based system, or that are at least handled efficiently in 
the current system. 
Security 
The first major problem is that of security. 
Changes that are made to documents In the data base could 
have far reaching consequences because everyone bases 
their numbers and computations on these documents. In 
tne existing paper based system, this Is not a problem, 
because it requires quite a bit of effort to distribute 
revised documents to everyone. Also, the proper 
authorizing signatures are required before any document 
is distributed, and the Project Engineering Department 
Keeps tight control over this. 
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For the new system to be acceptable, it must be able 
to handle the security problem efficiently. Normally, In 
the company, after an engineer has finished working on a 
document, it must be reviewed and approved by his 
supervisor, and then reviewed by Project Engineering 
before It goes out for distribution. The approvals are 
usually given in the form of the person's Initials or 
signature. This process is not easily duplicated in the 
computer system because of the difficulty in transmitting 
a unique signature to the computer. This general process 
could still be used, but codes or other identifying 
operations could be used to replace the Initials. 
For example, when an engineer has finished with a 
process specification, he could bring it to his 
supervisor's attention through the mail. If the 
supervisor approves the document, he could enter his 
classified code, which would not be displayed, but would 
activate the approval indicator for that document. If 
necessary, it could be required that the approval be 
given only from specific terminals (such as only the 
supervisor's desk, and his supervisor's desk). The 
classified code would have to be something other than 
just an employee number, which is public information. 
This code could be either a number, a word, or 
combination of both, and could be changed every few 
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months if there are any problems with security; For 
extremely tight security* the supervisor could be 
required to pass his magnetically encoded badge through a 
reader in order to authorize the revision. 
Security also comes Into play with respect to which 
documents each employee Is allowed to access, and what 
degree of access the employee is allowed. That is, 
everyone should be able to search for and display most of 
the documents relating to a plant design, but should not 
be able to modify or add to every document. This 
situation could be handled in several ways. 
One way to limit the employee's interaction with the 
data base is to require a password to be given to modify 
each document. This way, each employee could only access 
the documents that he knows the passwords for. For 
convenience, one password might be used to allow access 
to several documents at a time. Unfortunately, this 
method could lead to each person having to memorize 
several passwords, which could be changing from job to 
job. 
To get around these passwords, a file could be set 
up rflth each document which contains the names of all 
employees that are allowed access to that document. A 
arlatlon of this theme would be to have a list of the 
documents  that an employee is  allowed  to  modify 
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associated with the employee's name. In other words, 
each engineer would be allowed access to a specific set 
of docuients. In order for the engineer to access other 
documents, he would have to get authorization, probably 
from his supervisor (13). Either of these schemes would 
probably be satisfactory If security Is not a problem In 
the company. For very tight control over the documents, 
though* special codes or other procedures (such as 
magnetically encoded badges) might be necessary for each 
document* 
The real problem here Is not so much the accessing 
of the data base, but the re-storlng of modified 
documents. Each engineer will probably have a personal 
storage and work area for any documents, programs, or 
other work that the engineer Is engaged In. Temporary 
copies of each document could be kept In this area until 
they are ready to be re-stored in the data base, at which 
time the supervisor's approval would be required. 
Revision Handling 
Another difficulty that must be overcome In the 
proposed system Is the way In which revisions (of both 
drawings and text documents) are handled. Presently, the 
revisions are handled In much the same way original 
documents are handled. That Is, once a revision Is 
completed, the engineer passes the document on to his 
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supervisor for review and approval and then to the 
Project Engineering Department for review. With this 
system, revisions can not be distributed easily to other 
departments until the appropriate people have approved 
it. 
On the computer* however, if adequate provisions are 
not made. Incomplete or inaccurate revisions could get 
into the data base. These provisions might be as simple 
as having a sign-off procedure similar to what was 
discussed in the security section above each time a 
revision Is completed. 
when the engineer plans to revise a document, he 
would copy the document into his storage area, where he 
could work on It without affecting the data base. A flag 
could be set in the main data base so that anyone 
accessing that particular document would know that it was 
in the process of being revised. After seeing this flag, 
any user would be able to contact the engineer working on 
the document for further information. Also, this flag 
could prevent two people from revising the document at 
the same time. For example, if one user copied the 
document in his own file and set the revision flag, upon 
accessing the same document, another user would receive a 
message that a certain employee is currently revising the 
document.   The estimated completion status for the 
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revision could be updated a* was dont with the original 
document for use by anybody accessing the document. 
A history of revisions and who vas responsible for 
them is necessary so that errors or questions can be 
tracked down. The old versions of the documents must be 
Kept on record and must be available for the engineers to 
use If necessary. Often* these old versions are the key 
to how new results were arrived at, so they must not be 
hard to access. 
As revisions are completed on various documents, 
people can be notified through mall sent to their 
terminals. The notices can either be general broadcasts, 
or they can be aimed at specific people for different 
documents. This mall could also be used for approving 
revisions. A copy of the revised document would be sent 
by the engineer to his supervisor with a memo attached. 
The supervisor would get a message on his terminal when 
he received the mall, and then he could review the 
document when convenient. This mall could be used for 
almost any type of communications between people, 
especially where questions on a given document are 
concerned. For example, if the numbers on a mechanical 
specification sheet do not appear to be correct, a user 
could mark the numbers and mall the document back to the 
originator.     A  memo  could  be attached to the 
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specification sheet, or the user could call the other 
person on the phone and discuss the numbers while they 
both looked at the figures on the screen. The mailing 
feature would also be useful when distributing messages 
to a large number of people. Everyone would get the 
message as soon as It was sent out, saving the time that 
conventional mailings would take. Also, people's names 
could be grouped together In various files, representing 
groups that often receive the same messages. This 
preprogramming of names could also save much time In the 
mailing process. 
Drawing Review 
A third area that needs to be dealt with efficiently 
on the system Is the method by which complicated drawings 
and schematics are reviewed by the engineers. Currently, 
each engineer gets a copy of the drawing, and uses a 
yellow highlighting marker to denote the components of 
the drawing that have been reviewed and approved. This 
way, If the engineer cannot finish reviewing the drawing 
In one session, or If the drawing Is very complicated, 
the yellow markings will show what areas have been 
reviewed already. 
This might be handled on the graphics screens simply 
oy Imitating the yellow marker. As the user finishes 
sections of the drawing, he simply Indicates those areas 
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to the computer with a cursor control device (for 
example* a light pen could be used to circle the areas 
that have been reviewed). These areas are then made a 
different color* lighter, darker* or are displayed In 
some way different than the other areas of the drawing 
that have not yet been reviewed. To mark up the drawings 
on the screen, regular graphics software and operator 
Input devices could be used at each terminal. Each user 
that needs to review drawings would have the capability 
to zoom In on various parts of the drawing* because most 
drawings cannot be seen clearly all at once on a regular 
terminal. Perhaps large screen terminals could be 
available to aid in this viewing process. These 
terminals would project the drawing to normal or larger 
size so that they may be seen and reviewed easily. This 
type of device could even be a wall unit* which would be 
shared by a group of people* and could be very convenient 
for meetings and demonstrations. The wall unit would act 
as a normal workstation* except for the large display. 
Along with this review difficulty Is the problem 
that there just Is not enough room to display all the 
documents that a person might want to^see at one time. 
Calling each of these documents up one or two at a time 
(more than two might be called up If there are multiple 
screens  at  the user's workstation) could be time 
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consuming and Inefficient. 
This drawing review problem Is one area that 
hardcoples of the drawings might be very useful. As 
needed, the engineers could generate paper copies of 
documents that are more easily handled on paper. The 
hardcopy function could be security controlled so that 
the number of copies of a drawing would be kept track of, 
or so that people who do not really need copies can not 
get them. 
Only special documents should need this security, 
because the user could work on a document on his 
workstation while using the paper copies of other 
documents for reference. The objective of this 
Integrated data base concept Is not to eliminate the use 
of paper by the organization, but to increase the 
efficiency of the organization by reducing the repetitive 
work done by each person on paper now. The Increase In 
efficiency probably could not be maximized If paper were 
eliminated, because the engineer usually works with more 
than one document at a time, often working with several 
revisions of the same document. A convenient way to use 
the Integrated data base and yet allow the engineers to 
operate effectively (with respect to viewing all of their 
documents) is to let the engineers generate hardcoples of 
the documents whenever they need them.  Any editing would 
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still be entered into the data base through the terminal, 
but the engineer would have the convenience of the paper 
to look at and the practicality of the data base to 
perform searches, generate summaries, or other time 
consuming tastes. 
with this hardcopy option, though, a decision must 
be made about the method of reviewing drawings. The 
engineer could be given the option of marking up the 
drawings on paper, as Is done now, and letting the group 
responsible for collating everyone's remarks be 
responsible for entering the markings into the computer. 
This might be a good method to use during the transition 
from the paper based system to the computer based system, 
but eventually the engineers should work more with the 
workstation than the paper copies of the drawings. 
Methods will probably be developed to aid in collating 
the remarks of each person from separate copies of the 
drawing onto a single copy of the drawing. Developments 
such as these would then require the engineers to perform 
the drawing mark ups on the computer rather than on 
paper. 
Process Simulation 
An area that might require some work is In the front 
end of the whole plant design process: the process 
simulator. The simulator must have a library of standard 
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operation nodules large enough to cover most cases that 
the engineer will need. otherwise, the engineer will 
spend too much time creating new modules and the special 
Instructions that go with them. Along with this large 
library of symbols, the flexibility of an English-like 
language must be available to help the engineer describe 
tne operation of each piece of equipment. An optimum 
combination of standard symbols and changeable symbols 
with a language must be found so as to minimize the time 
the engineer spends creating and simulating the process. 
Several efforts are currently in progress to acheive this 
interface between the graphical display and the process 
simulator [14]. 
To use the simulator today, engineers first develop 
an Input file describing the process for the simulator. 
The second step is then to run the simulator In a batch 
mode to produce the steady state heat and material 
balances for the process. The Input file is like a 
program Itself, describing the order that the chemicals 
proceed through the plant, and how specific pieces of 
equipment operate. eliminating the input file 
development stage could speed up the simulation of the 
process significantly. The real savings would probably 
cone from the ease of handling process changes. Instead 
of determining how to modify the Input file, the engineer 
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simply changes the flowsheet and lets the computer 
perform the simulation. While the process simulator Is 
being updated to accommodate the graphical Interface, it 
could also be made interactive, to allow the engineer to 
aid In the simulation. This interaction miaht be in the 
form of the engineer guiding the solution of the heat and 
material balances to convergence faster than If the 
computer performed the entire simulation Itself. This 
interaction could also lead to the engineer understanding 
the process better, thus possibly improving the process. 
Calculation Checking and Software Documentation 
As the programs get more Involved and are used more 
frequently in design calculations, two problems could 
evolve: errors in the programming resulting in poor 
designs, and an overrun of redundant programs on the 
system because of poor documentation and control of the 
programming done by users. These two problems can be 
related, because engineers could use poorly documented 
software that they assume to be correct. Steps must be 
taken to prevent either of these problems from occurring 
In the proposed system so that the proposed system could 
be implemented successfully. 
The first preventatlve step should be that of proper 
documentation of any programs to be used on the system. 
This documentation would range from a brief abstract for 
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the casual user to full details and program listings for 
those users that night need to check and modify the 
programs. The same documentation might not be needed for 
every program, but enough detail should be present for 
any user familiar with the calculations to understand the 
program (151. 
As the software for the system Is being developed, 
one method that could be used to keep the software 
redundancies down to a minimum Is a top-down 
algorithm (16). This method consists of listing the 
requirements for each new function that Is to be 
programmed, and checking through the exlstlnq library of 
software modules to see if that code already exists In 
another program, if It does, then that program could be 
broken apart Into smaller modules so that users could 
access the desired block of code. Otherwise, a new 
module Is coded for the function. This method helps to 
reduce the amount of programming needed for new or 
updated applications. 
Some redundancy Is desired, though, so that programs 
can be used to check each other. especially with very 
complex calculations, It Is helpful to have another 
program to use to compare answers with. If the two 
programs use different algorithms to achelve the same 
results, they can be used for error checking much more 
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efficiently than if they use the same algorithm. If the 
algorithms are the same, or no other program is 
available, the user should at least perform a sensitivity 
analysis on the results to get an idea of how accurate 
the results might be. 
This error checking can become very important as the 
design programs used by engineers become more powerful. 
Sometimes, if a program works well in one application, it 
will still work poorly in another, yet the tendency of 
many users is to trust the program without checking the 
results too carefully. Automatic error checking by the 
computer programs should be an important consideration as 
the software is being developed for the proposed system. 
Another area that could require error checking is 
the problem of inconsistencies that could arise when more 
than one designer works on a document. For example, two 
or three designers might be working on related documents, 
such as specifications, schematics and three dimensional 
models for the same piece of equipment. There should be 
some method of checking for the consistency of the work 
they produce in addition to just manual checking. 
Methods are being developed for this type of data 
control [17], because this problem can become more 
significant as the number of people working on a project 
Increases. 
Ill 
vendor Drawings 
The final  problem area that will be discussed here 
Is the method by which vendor prints will be handled in 
the system.   During the survey of the company for the 
organization model,  many people mentioned the vendor 
print cycle as an area that needs a great deal of 
improvement.  Most everyone felt that the delay between 
the time the prints are received by the company and the 
time that the prints arrive on their desk (up to a week) 
is often inexcusable and would like to see it reduced. 
If the vendor prints could be included in the integrated 
data base,  the vendor print cycle could be shortened 
considerably, because as soon as the prints were placed 
in the data base, they would be available for everyone to 
at  least see, and then later mark up.  The problem is to 
get the prints Into the data base to begin with.   There 
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are several methods that might be employed to do this. 
First,  If  the vendor uses the same system as the 
company, little work must be done to get the prints  into 
the computer.  The drawings could either be transmitted 
over phone lines to the company,  or a magnetic tape 
containing the drawings could be sent along with the 
vendor drawings.  This would be the ideal case,  because 
the drawings,  specifications, and their revisions could 
flow smoothly and quickly between the vendor and the 
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company. 
A second possibility is that the vendor has a 
graphics system, but not the same one as is used at the 
company. If possible, a conversion program could be 
written to transform the information in the graphics 
system's data bases so that the vendor and the company 
could still communicate. Even if just the basics of the 
drawings could be transmitted, the communications between 
the company and the vendor would be speeded up. By the 
time the proposed system were Implemented and operating 
as planned, the International Graphics Exchange Standard 
(IGES) for graphics data bases might be in use, in which 
case the vendor and the company would be able to 
communicate throuqh this standard data base format. This 
case would be almost as ideal as the first one because 
the time reguired to convert the drawings between systems 
would probably be minimal. 
A third case Is that the drawings cannot be 
transmitted automatically into the data base (for 
example, the vendor does not use a graphics system). If 
the drawing is to be put Into the data base to be at 
least viewed and marked UP, there are at least two 
methods that are being developed to accomplish that. The 
first method Involves digitizing the orthogonal views of 
the part into the data base, and having a program convert 
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this Information into a three dimensional object C18). 
This could be a time consuming and probably Inefficient 
process, especially for a complicated drawing. If this 
is the only option the company has, it might be easier to 
just keep the present paper based vendor print cycle and 
try to speed It up. The cycle may be speeded up anyway 
If much of the ordinary plant design paper work Is 
converted to the computer. 
The second method would consist of one piece of 
equipment, perhaps a large scale raster scan converter, 
which would run a light over the vendor print (similar to 
a photocopier). The copy, though, would be In digital 
form and would represent a very fine matrix of dots 
covering the area of the drawing. If the dot happened to 
be where a line was In the drawing, the dot's value would 
be one. Otherwise, the dot would be set to zero. This 
method would then store just a copy of the drawing In the 
computer for the user to examine. The user would be able 
to look at the flat drawing, but could not generate a 
three-dimensional object. The engineer would still be 
able to mark up the drawing and mall It around, so this 
Image could still quite useful. 
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CHAPTER 6 -  DEMONSTRATIONS OF FEASIBILITY 
Two demonstrations were created to show the 
feasibility of some of the features in the proposed 
computer system. The first demonstration shows the link 
from CAD to CAM on a graphics system. This link is an 
Important development which helps to make the production 
of chemical plants faster, more efficient, and more 
accurate. 
The second demonstration Illustrates how an 
Integrated data base can be used to link the various 
engineering functions together. This interaction of 
different departments through the data base is one of the 
itajor objectives of the computer system, and should make 
the organization more productive. 
6.1 The Link froa CAD to CAM 
This demonstration consists of using the output from 
a process simulator to design and manufacture a single 
piece of equipment. An Appllcon Graphics System was used 
to design the part through FORTRAN programming, and then 
to generate a program which a numerically controlled 
flame cutter could use to cut various sections of the 
part from sheet steel or aluminum. The piece of 
equipment Is a vapor-liquid separator. It is a large, 
vertical cylinder with two sheet metal cones inside. A 
picture of one as It would appear on  a  process 
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specification sheet Is shown in Figure 6-1. There is one 
tangential Inlet nozzle on the side of the vessel near 
the top, and two outlet nozzles at the top and bottom of 
the vessel for the separated vapor and liquid streams, 
respectively. 
There are no moving parts in this separator. The 
inlet stream to the vessel is a mixture of liquid and 
vapor. When the stream enters through the tangential 
nozzle, it swirls around the upper cone and spirals down 
through the vessel between the cone and the outer shell. 
The vapor then rises through a fine wire mesh and leaves 
the vessel through the top nozzle. The liquid falls down 
to the lower cone, or baffle plate, and Is distributed to 
trie edges of the cone. The liquid then falls through 
slots between the baffle plate and the outer shell of the 
vessel. A specified amount of liquid is retained in the 
bottom of the vessel by making the liquid exit pipe 
sufficiently small. 
A FORTRAN program was written to designs parts of 
the vessel using a simplified design procedure. The 
information required by the program is the inlet stream 
flowrate, and the densities of both the liquid and the 
vapor. These numbers come directly from the heat and 
material balances generated by the process simulator. 
These parameters art stored in a file which the 
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Figure 6-1s Process Specificstion Schematic for a 
Vapor-Liquid Separator 
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program accesses. Prom these numbers, the cross section 
of the tank: Is drawn, as shown In Figure 6-2. This cross 
section Is then revolved about a vertical axis in space 
to create the three dimensional representation of the 
tan* shown in Fig. 6-3, Tne next step of the design Is 
to generate the shapes that some of the sheet metal 
components of the vessel are in when th*y ar# first cut 
from sheet metal. The baffle Plate Is the first part 
that was created. The program written for the graphics 
system generates the flat pattern shown in Figure 6-4, 
complete with dimensions. 
When the engineer is satisfied with the design of 
the baffle plate, he can use a standard numerical control 
package on the graphics system to generate the program 
which will drive the flame cutter. This generation is a 
two step process. First, the geometry Is labeled to 
identify to the computer what lines and arcs make up the 
part outline. The second step is then to generate the 
actual tool path that the flame cutter would follow if it 
were to cut out the part. Roth of these steps are built 
In functions of the numerical control package, and Figure 
6-5 shows the result of these two steps. 
In this figure, the tool begins five Inches above 
the center of the baffle plate, moves to the left edge of 
the plate, and plunges vertically to the sheet metal 
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figure 6-3t isometric View of the Vessel 
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rigur* 6-4* Flat Pattern Cutout for the Baffle Plat. 
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Figurt 6-5» Isometric Vie* of the Flame Cutter Tool 
Path for the Baffle Plate 
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surface to begin the cut. The tool then proceeds In a 
clockwise direction around the plate, stopping at1 the 
point it entered the sheet metal, and pulling out 
vertically from the metal along the same path it used to 
enter the metal. The program that would be used to drive 
the flame cutter along this path is written in a language 
call APT (Automatically Programmed Tool), and is shown in 
Figure 6-6. This program is also generated automatically 
by the numerical control package. The first section of 
the program contains the geometry definitions, and the 
second section contains the tool motion statements. This 
program could now be processed and run on the flame 
cutter to cut out the parts. 
The second sheet metal part that is designed by the 
FORTRAN program is the outer shell of the vessel. 
Currently, the hole for the tangential nozzle is cut into 
the shell In the manufacturing shop after the shell has 
been rolled into a cylinder. The workmen use a trial and 
error method, cutting a hole into the shell and checking 
for a proper fit with the inlet nozzle. If the nozzle 
does not fit, the hole Is made a little larger. 
This whole procedure could be eliminated through the 
use of CAM technology. The shell of the vessel already 
exists in the data base from the Initial design using the 
heat and material balances, so all that remains to be 
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Figure 6-6: APT Program to Flaoje Cut the Raffle Plate 
CLF'RNT 
LI1     =LINE/-72.0f0.0r0.0f~53.7905r3.9593r0.0 
LI2     =LINE/-53.79O5r3.9593f0.0r-59.0471rl3.3973f0.0 
CI1     =CIRCLE/-72.0fO.OrO.O»18.635 
LI3     =LINE/-74,9794f18.3953f0.0r-84.6851f13.651f0.0 
CI2     =CIRCLE/~72.OfO.OrO.Of 18.635 
LI4     =LINE/-90.5282r-1.9909>0.0>-86.31*-11.9366*0.0 
CI3     =CIRCLE/-72.0r0.0f0.0fl8.635 
LI5  .  =LINE/-71.003f-18.6083f0.0f-60.8459f-14.9281f0.0 
CI4     =CIRCLE/-72.0f0.0f0.Or 18.635 
LI6     =LINE/-53.365r0.0f0.0f-72.0f0.0f0.0 
REMARK START OF CUT SEQUENCE 100 
CUTTER/0.0 
COOLNT/ON 
SPINDL/2500 
FEDRAT/10.0 
INTOL/0.0005 
0UTT0L/0.0005 
TLAXIS/O.OfO.Of1.0 
FR0M/-72.0f0.0f5.0 
RAPID , 
G0T0/-90.5537 r-1.9984 r5.0 
THICK/0.OfO.031 
DNTCUT 
00T0/-90.5587f-1.9984f0.0 
GO/ON f L14 f TO f(PLANE/0.OrO.Orl.OrO.O)rT0rCI2 
CUT 
INDIRV/-0.1070611f0.9942524f0.0 
TLLFTf G0FWD/CI2fPASTfLI3 
G0FUD/LI3rPASTf2fINTOFfCIl 
G0FWD/CIlfPASTfLI2 
G0FUD/LI2fPASTfLIl 
G0RGT/LIlfT0fLI6 
G0BACK/LI6fPASTfCI4 
G0RGT/CI4fPASTfLI5 
G0FWD/LI5fPAST»2fINT0FfCI3 
G0FWD/CI3fPASTfLI4 
G0FWD/LI4fPASTf2»lNT0FfCI2 
RAPID 
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done Is add the tangential nozzle to the vessel, and then 
unroll the shell in the computer. The FORTRAN program 
performs these functions, creating an unrolled shell in 
the data base that can be accessed by the numerical 
control pactcage to create another APT program for the 
flame cutter. 
Because the shell of the vessel was created as a 
surface of revolution, the graphics data base does not 
really contain a description of the surface, just 
descriptions of the cross section of the vessel and the 
axis of rotation. The FORTRAN program must therefore 
compute points along the surface of intersection between 
the Inlet nozzle and the pipe in order to properly 
represent their physical interaction. Figure 6-7 shows 
how the program attached the tangential nozzle to the 
shell. 
The program also creates the unrolled shell, 
Including the hole where the inlet nozzle pierces the 
shell, as shown In Figure 6-8. Both the surface of 
intersection in the three dimensional figure, and the 
hole In the unrolled shell are added as a series of 
seventy five short line segments because of their unusual 
shapes. This means that the numerical control package 
will require much more time to process the hole in the 
shell  than  was required for the baffle plate, but this 
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Figure 6-7t Front View of the Separator Showing the 
Tangential Nozzle 
Figure 6-8: Unrolled Shell Including Inlet Nozzle Hole 
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work Is not beyond its capabilities. 
An isometric view of the toolpath around the 
unrolled shell and the hole Is shown In Figure 6*9. The 
flame cutter first cuts around the outline of the 
unrolled shell and returns to the tool set point. The 
tool then proceeds to the hole to cut it out in a fashion 
similar to that described for the baffle plate. Both 
cuts can be Incorporated into the same program, so the 
shell and the hole can be cut out In one run with the 
flame cutter. This means that when the shell is rolled 
into a cylinder In the shop, the proper sized hole will 
already be in the correct position, ready to accept the 
tangential nozzle. For thick walled shells, the workmen 
may still have to perform a small amount of grinding to 
make up for the fixed cutting angle of the flame cutter, 
but this is still far less work than previously required. 
These two pieces of the vapor-llquid separator would 
normally require quite a bit of engineering and shop time 
to design and manufacture (several days, at least). The 
programs just discussed allowed these parts to be 
designed in minutes, and theoretically manufactured (cut 
out) in a few more minutes. Realistically, though, the 
programs might reduce the design and manufacture time 
from several days to less than one day. The 
demonstration programs used simplified design procedures 
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figure 6-9i Jw.etric View of the Vessel and it. Un 
Shell, Showing the Flame Cutter Toolpath rolled 
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rather than the most complex procedures because this 
demonstration is intended to simply show the power of the 
system. The programs developed could easily be expanded 
to handle more complex designs, especially with 
Interactive features. 
The interaction between the program and the designer 
could create a very powerful tool, because the 
calculations of the program could be augmented by the 
subjective decision making of the designer. For example, 
the designer could use his past experience to decide 
whether the program should continue the design with the 
given sizes, or whether the sizes should be changed. 
Also, any drawings generated by tne FORTRAN Drograms can 
be manipulated on the graphics screen, just as If the 
engineer had made the drawing himself. This way, the 
engineer's creativity and knowledge can be used to 
Improve the overall product, while the computer works for 
the engineer by performing regular, normally time 
consuming tasks. These interactions between the engineer 
and the computer may mean that the design will take more 
than just a few minutes, but the extra time Insures 
quality work and the potential for Improved methods of 
design and manufacturing. 
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6.2 Specification Generation and Manipulation 
This demonstration consists of using the information 
from the heat and material balances to develop the 
process and mechanical specifications for a centrifugal 
pump. The demonstration emphasizes the two dimensional 
input approach, where the engineer is presented with a 
form on the screen to fill in, rather than a one 
dimensional approach where the engineer answers a series 
of questions. 
This demonstration was created using the Structured 
Programming Facility on an IBM 3033 computer system. 
This facility allows the user to produce forms on the 
screen for the user to fill In. These forms are called 
panels, and they can be used for data input, data 
display, and function selection. A FORTRAN program was 
written to support the panels and to perform the 
calculations and some of the error checking for the 
process and mechanical specifications. The program calls 
up the appropriate panels for the user to Interact with. 
The first part of the demonstration deals with the 
creations of a process specification for a centrifugal 
pump, using Input from the heat and material balances and 
the process engineer. Two panels were created to 
represent the orocess specification. These panels 
contain   the  same  information  as  the  original 
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specification, except for the dlaqr*m showing the 
approximate physical location of the pump with respect to 
the equipment it Is working with. 
One* the neat and material balances for the process 
have been completed, the process engineer could begin 
generating the process specifications for each piece of 
equipment. Figure 6-10 shows the first part of the 
centrifugal pump specification as the engineer might 
receive it from the specification generator. As can be 
seen in the figure, some of the fields on the panel have 
already been filled In for the engineer. The project 
information is given in the upper section of the panel, 
and the process information for the pump from the heat 
and material balances is given in the center section. 
The bold faced semicolons represent the Input fields on 
the panel, where the engineer Is free to add and edit 
Information as needed. 
On the screen, the panel appears with bright and dim 
areas. The brightness of the areas is used to guide the 
engineer In placing his numbers. Input areas are always 
bright, and are usually preceded by a bright semicolon. 
This brightness level can be used to distinguish between 
displayed information that can or can not be edited by 
tr.e engineer. The bright areas on the screen are 
represented by bold faced type in the figures. 
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Figure 6-10:   Page   l   of   trie  Pump  Process  Specification 
as  the engineer  Would  Receive  It 
 —■■■■■w.wPUHp PROCESS SPECIFICATION— 
PREPARED BY  | J,  C.  AI MOM 
APPROVED |Y  | 
PROJECT NAHC I |. BRUNSWICK CHEMICAL! 
INITIAL ISSUE I 1/lS/tt       REVISION NO. I 0 
ITEM NUMBER I BA-700 NUMBER OP UNITS I 1 
ITEM NAME I ACRYLIC ACIO TRANtFIR PUMP 
PROJECT NO. I AA*0000 
AREA | 
REVISION ISSUED I 
•OPERATING CONDITION! 
1.FLUID I ACRYLIC ACIO 
{.NORMAL PLOW RATEl OPM I 10 
3.0ESI0N PLOW RATE) OPH I 
♦.MINIMUM PLOW RATEt OPM | 
5.PLUID TEMPERATURE* F I ft 
6.DCSI0N TEMPERATURE* P I 
T.SPECIPIC BRAVITV I 1.0S • | If 
8.VISCOSITY, CP I l.t  ■ I Bf f 
9.VAPOR PRESSURE, PSIA » ,01344 
10.COPROSIVE COMPOUNDS I 
11.WT ft SOLIDS IN LIQUIU I 0 
13.PARTICLE- SIZE I 0 
13.FLUID CHARACTERISTICS I 
I 
——PUMP OIlIfN CONDITIONS-— 
31.TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL HEAD. FT I 
32.DESIBN TDH INCL. I   B MAROINi FT I 
33.APPROX, BRAKE HORSEPOWER AT DESION CONDITIONS I 
3*.TYPE OP OPERATION I 
3S.L0CATXON | 36.INSULATION I 
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During a typical design, the engineer might proceed 
to fill in the blank areas in the "Operating Conditions" 
section of the panel according to past experience or 
other guidelines. The bottom section of the panel trill 
be filled in later, after the pump calculations have been 
performed. 
Figure 6-11 shows the second part of the process 
specification as the engineer would receive it. Mote that 
the upper area of the panel no longer appears as bold 
faced type (except for the approval field). This means 
that the project Information can not be modified from 
this panel. If there Is an error in this information* 
the user must go back to the first panel to correct it. 
The "Hydraulics" section of this panel is not filled in 
at all, because the program requires Information from the 
user in order to perform the necessary pump calculations. 
Figure 6-12 shows the information that could be filled In 
by the engineer. 
It can be seen in this figure that two of the fields 
under the heading "Suction" are not filled in with just 
numbers. The "Static Head" line contains the characters 
"2*" and the "Line Loss" line contains the characters 
"5,2.2,70,430 ." These characters are not the correct 
entries for those lines, but are Instead inputs for the 
program so that it can calculate the appropriate numbers 
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Figure 6-11, p„; 2  of the Pumn Process Specification as 
tie Engineer would Receive JtclElcacion as 
•' • ■ >«' • . ■ /. , 
"■■■■■•■■■■■■■••PUMP PROCESS Hfgtuoifnu. - 
«»•««  ■rn.ir lBAUPNw«w«—,,«„pASE j 
PREPARED BY u, c, RIPS0M 
APPROVED SY | 
PROJECT NAMC IS. BRUNSVICK CHEMICALS 
INITIAL ISSUE ,»/„/„        „„,,,„ ^ |() 
ITCH NUMBER ,«A.700 NUMBER Or UNITS ,1 
ITEM NAME IACRVLIC ACID TRANSFER PUMP 
PROJECT NOt IAA«0000 
AREA ISTORAOE 
REVISION ISSUED | 
•SUCTlQNaUU* 
U.PIPE DIAMETER, INCHES j 
SCHEDULE I 
15.S0URCE PRESSURE. PSIOU) | 
16.STATIC HEAO, PSIfO I 
17.LINE LOSS* Psi(.) j 
lt.EOUIPMCNT LOSS. PSI(-) | 
»».OTHeR |      L0„, MI|-| % 
tO,TOTAL SUCTION PRESS.i P$I6 | 
21.NPSHA. FT, | 
REMARKSI 
I 
~«—^HYDRAULIC SUMMARY 
"DISCHARSEM... 
2?.PIPE DIAMETERi INCHES I 
SCHEDULE I 
23.TERMINAL PRESSUREt PSIO(«) | 
24.STATIC HEAO. PSI(*) | 
25.LINE LOSS, PSI(«) I 
26.METER LOSStPSK*) | 
JT.EOUIPMENT LOSS, PSIM | 
2B.CONTR0L VALVE* PSKO I 
29.0THER I L0$s, PSIO t 
30.TOTAL DISCHARGE PRESSUHE, PSIO 
I 
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Figure 6M2: Page 2 of the Pump Process Sn*cification 
Containing the Engineer's Input 
•RUMP PROCESS WCinCATlON...™.,,..,^^.^,! ,. 
PREPARED §r   |J,  c,  RJPSOM 
APPROVED BY  | 
WOJCCT NAME if, BRUNSWICK CHEMICALS 
INITIAL ISSUE IS/13/82        REVISION NO. 10 
ITEM NUMBER I0A.7OO NUMBER OP UNITS ll 
ITEM NAME IACRYLIC ACID TRANSFER PUMP 
PROJECT NO. IAA-0000 
AREA ISTORAGE 
REVISION ISSUED I 
■—HYDRAULIC SUMMARY 
•lUCTION*^^- 
U.PIPE DlAMETERi INCHES I 
SCHEDULE I 40 
1S.SOURCE PRESSUREt PSIQ(«) | 0 
16,STATIC HEADi PSKO | |t 
J7.LINE LOSS* PSI(-) | 1,2,2,70,4)0 
ie,COUIPHENT LOSS* PSI(-) | 0 
i«.OTHER I        LOSS, PSI(-) | Q 
*0.TOTAL SUCTION PRESS., PSIO I 
21.NPSHAt PT. t 
REMARKSI 
I 
■OISCHARIE—»— 
22.PIPE DIAMETER, INCHES I 
'.  1        SCHEDULE I 40 
23.TERMINAL PRESSURE» PSIO(«) | 0 
24.STATIC HEAD, PSKO I 17,»• 
21.LINE LOSS, PSI(*> I • »«,S4ft,04 
26.METEP LOSS»PSI{.) | o 
27.EQUIPMENT LOSS, PSKO | 0 
2B.C0NTR0L VALVEt PSKO I 0 
29.0THER I        LOSS, PSKO | 0 
30.TOTAL DISCHARGE PRESSUHEt PSI« 
I 
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for those line*.   In the "Static Head" line, the "2*" 
represents two feet of elevation, which the program win 
convert to static head in units of pounds per square inch 
(psl).  The foot marker (') signals the program that the 
number in that field is in units of feet, and needs to be 
converted to units of psl. Similarly, the commas in the 
"Line Loss" field indicate to the program that the four 
input variables have been entered for the  line pressure 
loss calculation.  In this case, the four variables are 
the velocity of the fluid in the Pipe, the pressure drop 
per  100 feet of pipe, the total straight length of pipe 
in the suction line, and the effect of  the valves and 
elbows  In the line on the flow of the fluid in the pipe. 
From these four numbers, the suction pipe diameter and 
the line presure loss are calculated,  if the engineer 
had Known these last two quantities  to begin with,  he 
could have just entered them in the appropriate fields, 
and no calculations would be performed.  The discussion 
above also applies to the "Static Head" and "Line Loss" 
fields under the "Discharge" heading. 
Figure 6-13 shows the completed panel for the 
process specification. The program completed the numbers 
in the "Hydraulics" section and the engineer completed 
the remarks in this section. An alternative to the 
special Input fields described above for this panel would 
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Figure 6-13: Page 2 of the Pump Process Specification 
- Completed 
■■••*•■•■•*■ IMMMMW »PUMP PROCESS SPECIFICATION- 
PREPARED »V |J, c. R1PS0M 
APPROVED tY | 
PROJECT N^Ml if, tRUNSWlCK CHEMICALS 
INITIAL ISSUE IS/13/A2        REVISION NO, 10 
ITEM MUMPER I0A.7O0 NUMBER OF  UNITS il 
ITEM NAME IACRYLIC ACID TRANSFER PUMP 
■PAtC !••• 
PROJECT NO* IAA-0000 
AREA IST0H46E 
REVISION ISSUED I 
wwfww»—^M,M,WM, 
SUCTION^.... 
U.PIPE DIAMETERI INCHES | f 
SCHEDULE I 40 
IS.SOURCE PRESSURE) PS]0(») I 0 
16.STATIC HEAD* PSKO I 0tt) 
17.LINE LOSS, Psi(-) I 1,10 
1S.EQUIPMCMT LOSS, PSI(-) I 0 
19.OTHER I        LOSSt PSI(•) I 0 
20.TOTAL SUCTION PRESS.* PSIO I -I,it 
21.NP5HA, FT. | ir.S 
HYDRAULIC SUMMARVt 
—•-0ISCHAR4E—— 
22.PIPE DIAMETER* INCHES I I.I 
SCHEOULC I 40 
"/". 23.TERMINAL PRESSURE* PSlO<«) | 0 
2*.STATIC HEA0* PSI<*> I T.9§ 
25.LINE LOSS* PSI(») I 47.42 
26.HEWLOSS*PSI(«) I 0 
2T.EQUIPHENT LOSS* PSI(«)   I  0 
28.CONTROL VALVE* PSI(«>   I  0 
29.OTHER   I tOSS*   PSKO   |   0 
30.TOTAL  DISCHARGE PRESSURE*   PSIO 
I  70 
REMARKSI U MECHANICAL SEAL It RECOMMENDED. 
I ta ALL WETTEO PARTS 114 STAINLESS STEEL. 
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be to have a special Input panel for the line loss 
calculation. If the user wants the program to perform 
the calculation, he could enter the phrase "calc" in the 
"Line Loss" field, and the special Input panel would be 
displayed. This panel might be more tutorial In nature, 
also, because there would be more room to explain what 
each of the inputs means for the calculation. 
Once the second page of the process specification is 
completed, the user can return to the first panel, where 
the only input required from the user is the safety 
margin in the total differential head figure. The 
completed first panel is shown in Figure 6-14. 
As the engineer fills In these panels, the program 
supporting these panels is constantly checking the input 
values to make sure they are In the proper format. For 
example, the project number is always of the form 
"AA-NNNN", where A stands for any letter, and N stands 
for any number. If the project number on the 
specification does not match this format, a short error 
message is displayed in the upper right corner of the 
panel, as shown in Figure 6-15. If the user does not 
understand this error and would like more details, he can 
push the help key on the keyboard, and a longer message 
will be displayed on the third line of the panel, as 
shown in Figure 6-16. If the user would like still more 
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Figure 6-14: Page l of the Pump Process Specification 
in Comoleted Form 
■■■■■■■■■■»mi>Mti •UPUMP PROCESS fPCClriCATION- 
PREPAREO BY  I J. C. HI MOM 
APPROVED BY  I 
PROJECT NAME I |, BRUNSWICK CHEMICALS 
INITIAL ISSUE I 1/lJ/Sf       REVISION NO. I 0 
ITEM NUMBER I SA-700 NUMBER Or UNITS I 1 
ITEM NAME I ACRYLIC ACID TRANSFER PUMP 
PROJECT NO. I AA*0000 
AREA I STORASC 
REVISION ISSUED I 
■»•*■ 
■OPERATINS CONDITIONS 
1.FLUID I ACRYLIC ACID 
2.NORMAL FLOW RATE? OPH I BO 
3.DESION PLOW RATEi 6PM | SO 
4.M"INIMUM FLOW RATEt OPM I 
5.FLUI0 TEMPERATUREt  F I I* 
AtOESION TEMPERATURE! F I 10» 
T.SPECIFIC GRAVITY I l.OS • I St 
8.VISCOSITY. CP | |,I  « I B9  F 
9,VAPOR PRESSURE, PSIA I (01344 
10.CORROSIVE COMPOUNDS I NONE 
11.WT « SOLIDS IN LIOUIU I 0 
12.PARTICLE SIZE I 0 
13.FLUID CHARACTERISTICS I FLAMMABLE 
_ I TOXIC 
»^~PUMP DISIBN CONDITIONS-*** 
31.TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL HEAOi' FT I 140 
32.0ESISN TOH INCL. I 10 « MAROINt FT I 1TB 
33.APPR0X, BRAKE HORSEPOWER AT OESION CONDITIONS I 4.B 
34.TYPE OF OPERATION I CONTINUOUS 
35.L0CATI0N | OUTOOOR 36.INSULATION I STEAM TRAClNB 
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Figure 6-15: Short Error Messaae for Improper Project 
Number Format 
■■■■■■■»■■»■■■■„■■—»»—»PUMP PROCESS SPECIFICATION-- INVALID PROJECT NUMBER 
PREPARED BV I 
APPROVED B? I 
PROJECT NAHC | 
INITIAL ISSUE I 
ITEM NUMPER I 
ITEM NAME I 
REVISION NO. I 
NUMBER OP UNITS I 
PROJECT NO. I AA-0H0O 
•—• 
AREA I 
REVISION ISSUED | 
Figure 6-16: Long Error Message for ImproDer Project 
Number Format After Pressino 
the Help Key 
.•PUMP PROCESS SPECIFICATION-- INVALIO PROJECT NUMBER 
THC PROJECT NUMSER MUiT If OP TMfl PORH "AA-NNNN" (AlALPHAtNaNUMBER) 
APPROVCO |V| 4REA , 
PROJECT NAME I 
INITIAL ISSUE I REVISION NO. I 
ITEM NUMBER I NUMBER OP UNITS I 
ITEM NAME I 
REVISION ISSUED I 
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Information, he could press the help Key again, and a 
multi-page tutorial could be displayed for the user to 
read. 
This type of user-friendly feature is very Important 
to help users understand how the computer system 
operates. At any time during the process specification 
editing session, the user should be able to press the 
help key to look at guidelines and standards written for 
the process specifications. Figure 6-17 is an example of 
a guideline page that the user might expect to find after 
pressing the help Key. 
The second part of this demonstration shows how the 
Integrated data base can link departments together 
without the use of paper based information flows. After 
the process engineer is finished with the process 
specification for the centrifugal pump, and the it has 
been approved, the design engineer can begin work on the 
mechanical specification for the pump. Three panels were 
created to duplicate the mechanical specification on the 
screen for the design engineer. Figure 6-18 shows the 
first page of the mechanical specification as it would be 
presented to the design engineer. The only information 
on this page that was derived from the process 
specification is the project number. The other fields on 
this sheet night be filled in by the engineer, or they 
..I:. . (■ 
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Figure 6-17: Typical Guideline Page that Mlaht be 
Displayed for the User After 
Pressing the Help Kev 
TUTO*ML-.-»"...^...-..«.EUHP PROCESS IPeCiriCATION-««—»«———•—TUTORIAL 
NEXT SELECTION •••» . RASE 3 
5.3.4 VELOCITY HEAD IS THE ENERGY OF A LIQUID AS A RESULT OF ITS MOTION AT 
SOME VELOCITY V.  IT IS THE EQUIVALENT MEAD IN FEET THHOUGH WHICH 
THE FLUID WOULD HAVE TO FALL TO ACQUIRE THE SAME VELOCITY. 
VELOCITY HEADi H t   IS CALCULATED BY| 
V 
2 
V 
H ■ —— (Eu, 2) 
V  26 
*   1 
DEPENDINO ON THE PUMPING INSTALLATION! THE VELOCITY HEAD MAY OR MAY 
NOT BE A SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN THE TOTAL HEAD ON THE PUMP.  WHEN IT 
ISt PRESSURE (HEAD) VALUES SHOULO ALWAYS BE CORRECTED FOH VELOCITY 
HEAD, 
5.3.5 FUESSUftf HEAD MUST BE CONSIDERED WHEN A PUMPING SYSTEM OPERATES 
BETWEEN VESSELS AT OIFFERENT PRESSURES,  THE PRESSURE HEAD IS THE 
PRESSURE AT THE VAPOR-LIQUID INTERFACE IN THE VESSEL CONVERTED TO 
UNITS OF FEET USING EG. 1, 
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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Figure  6-18J   Page   l   of  the  Pump  Mechanical  Specification 
as  the  Enaineer  would  Receive  it 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■ ■••MM I 
COUIPMfNT •PtCIflCATION 
roft 
CCNTRlrUCAL PW* 
PUPCHAlt ORDER NO. I 
VENoOR 0«0ER NO* I 
SERIAL NO, | 
•■■■■■■■■■■■■■„:.„.,tffNTMfUtAi ^ Mfclf,CATIW 
RROJECT NO | AA^OOOO        APPROVED I 
MAOC BY I CM. SMITH 0ATC , 
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night be assigned numbers later based on organizational 
programs. The second panel, as the design engineer would 
first see it, is given in Figure 6-19. In this panel, 
almost every field has been filled in using information 
from the process specification. Not only does this mean 
that the engineer does not have to recopy numbers, but 
also that the numbers are present for any design programs 
that might need them. The mechanical engineer could fill 
in the remaining blanks, check and edit the information 
already displayed, and then move on to the last page of 
the mechanical specification (Figure 6*20). The 
Information on this last page can not be derived directly 
from the process specification, so the design engineer 
must fill it in himself. 
Many times, the paragraphs that would be placed in 
the "Special Requirements" section fall Into standard 
sets, depending upon the pump's purpose. This 
standardization of the paragraphs allows the use of a 
selection panel, where the user simply selects standard 
paragraphs from a list to be placed In the mechanical 
specification. To Invoke the selection panel, the user 
simply enters an "s" in the first line of the "Special 
Requirements" section. A possible selection panel for 
the pump's materials of construction is shown in Figure 
6-21, and the result of the selection Indicated in this 
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Figure 6-191 P*ge 2  of the Pump Mechanical Soecificatlon 
as the Engineer Would Receive It 
1.0 fCNlRAL 
l.l PROJECT NUMBER 
1*2 TYPE PUMP 
1.3 DUTY 
1*4 LOCATION 
l.B INSTALLATION 
••0 PUPPOtI 
I ACRYLIC AGIO TRAM!PER PUMP 
1.0 OltliN OPERATING CONOTIONI 
3.1 FLUID 
3.2 PUMPINO TEMPERATURE! P 
3.3 SPECIFIC ORAVITY (AT PUHPINO TEMPERATURE) 
3.4 VISCOSlTYi CENTIPIOSE (AT PUMPINO TEMPERATURE) 
3.9 SUCTION PRESSURE* PSIO 
3.* SUCTION LlFTt FT 
3.7 NPSH AVAILABLE* FT 
3.t CAPACITY, OPM 
3.9 HEAOi FT 
3.10 OISCHAROE PRESSURE! PSIO 
3.11 MAXIMUM SUCTION PRESSURE! PSI6 
3.12 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SHUTOFF HEAD* FT 
■■■■^■■■■■■■■^.■■■^■CINTPIPUOAL PUMP SPECIFICATION****^ 
PROJECT NO IAA-0000 APPPOVEO I 
MADE BY IC.H, SMITH DATE I 
PASS f 
I AA*O0O« 
I 
I CONTINUOUS 
I STOftASf 
I OUTOOOft 
I ACRYLIC ACID 
I 10* 
I l.os 
I l.t 
I •t«19 
I 
I I7.S 
I SO 
I ITS 
I 70 
I 
I 
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Figure 6-20: Page 3 of the Pump Mechanical Soeciflcation 
as the Engineer Would Receive It 
PAff 3 
4.0 eoNtmuerioN 
♦.1 SHAFT ORIENTATION 
4.2 SHAFT SCALING TYPE 
4.3 DRIVER FURNISHED BY 
■•0 DMvfP. 
5.1 TYPE or ORIVCR 
5.2 ELECTRIC POWER 
5.3 AUXILIARY I INSTRUMENT POWER 
9.4 STEAH INLET 
5.5 STEAH EXHAUST 
4.0 SPECIAL1 REQUIREMENTS 
1 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
1 
i 
■■■^■^■■■■■■■■;;,.,;.cENTwirusAL POMP IPECIPICATIO* 
PROJECT NO IAA-0000 APPROVED I 
MADE BY IC.M. SMITH DATE I 
VOLTi PHASEt    HZ 
VOLTI PHASEt    HZ 
PSISf       r 
PSI© 
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figure Is given in Figure 6-22. This selection feature 
reduces the amount of work that is required to enter 
these special requirements. If the materials of 
construction desired for this pump were not listed in the 
standard table, the engineer would simply enter the 
materials of construction manually. 
When this specification is completed and approved, 
standards can be edited in a manner similar to that used 
to edit the specifications and can then be attached to 
the mechanical specifications. The whole packet can then 
be sent on to the Project Engineering and Purchasing 
Departments. 
It can seen that there Is a great deal of potential 
time savings available to the users of an Integrated data 
base. Not only has the paperwork been cut down, but the 
time spent recopylng numbers, performing calculations, 
and mailing documents Is almost eliminated. Also, the 
engineer's creativity has not been restricted at all 
through the use of this Integrated data base concept. 
This means that the engineers can have more time to spend 
improving their designs or their design procedures, 
because they do not need to engage in a great deal of 
paperwork. 
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Figure 6-21i Selection Panel for the "Special 
Requirements" Section of the 
Pump Mechanical Specification 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS SELECTION NCNU 
SELECT OPTION I » 
PUMp MATERIALS OP CONSTRUCTION SHALL BEI 
It BRONZE PITTED PUMP E.I.I CAST IRON CASINO WITH BRONZE 
IHPELLCRt RINSS AND SLEEVES. 
2. ALL BRONZE PUMP, 
3. SPECIPIC COMPOSITION BRONZE PllMP C.I.I ALL PARTS OP THE 
PUMP IN DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE LIQUID PUMPED ARE MAOe 
OP A BRONZE COMPOSITION OP SUITABLE PROPERTIES FOR THE 
SPECIFIC APPLICATION. 
+• ALL IRON PUMP, 
5. STAINLESS STEEL PITTED PUMP E.I.I THE CASING IS HAOC OP 
MATERIAL SUITABLE POR THE SERVICE, THE IMPELLERS* 
IMPELLER RINBS AND SHAFT SLEEVES ARE MADE OP CORROSION 
RESISTANT STEEL OF SUITABLE PROPERTIES FOR THE SPECIFIC 
APPLICATION. 
•• ALL STAINLESS STEEL PUHP. 
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Figure 6-22: Result of Selection 6 for the "Special 
Requirements" Section 
RASE 3 
+.0 CONSTRUCTION 
♦.» SHAfT ORIENTATION 
♦.* SHAFT SEALINO TYPE 
♦.3 DRIVER FURNISHED BY 
1.0 DRIVER 
§•1 TYPE Of DRIVER 
S.S ELECTRIC ROWER 
5.3 AUXILIARY & INSTRUMENT POWER 
5.4 STEAM INLET 
>5.S STEAM EXHAUST 
6,0 SPECIAL RIOUIRENCNTS 
PUMP MATERIALS OP< CONSTRUCTION SHALL if' 
ALL STAINLESS STEEL PUMP, 
VOLTi   PHASE» HZ 
VOLTt   PHASEt HZ 
PSIO* r 
PSIO 
■■■■■■■■wwwCINTRirUSALi PUMP SPECIFICATION 
PROJECT NO  IAA-0000 APPROVED  I 
HADE BY   ICfM,  SMITH DATE   I 
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CHAPTER 7 •  SUMMARY 
The first part of this thesis dealt with the 
engineering organization of a chemical company as it 
exists today. This organization was modeled in a series 
of information flow diagrams* which illustrated how the 
various process, design, and manufacturing departments 
communicate with each other during the cost estimate or 
design of a chemical plant. These diagrams were designed 
to cover the most general type of plant design, but 
special mentions were included to emphasize how 
abbreviated the information flows are for standard plants 
as opposed to existing or new technology plants. 
In the second part of this thesis, the important 
characteristics and requirements were developed for a 
computer system that would reduce the paper based 
information exchange and repetlve calculations Involved 
in the traditional design and manufacture of a chemical 
plant. This proposed system was designed to automate the 
design process somewhat without restricting the 
engineer's creativity in designing a plant. 
The system would consist of a distributed network of 
intelligent workstations in close proximity to each 
engineer's desk, working in conjunction with a host 
network of mainframe computers. These host computers 
would be responsible for the coordination  of  the 
ISO 
integrated data base and the .execution of very large 
programs (such as the process simulator). The integrated 
data base would contain almost all of the paper documents 
that are currently being used by the engineer, from text 
documents to three dimensional solids models of the plant 
and equipment. 
Each workstation would have some capability in each 
of the following areas: 
- Word Processing 
- Program Development 
- On-Screen Calculation 
- Program Execution 
- Graphics 
- Hardcopy Capability 
Most of the engineer's work would be done on the 
workstation with documents In the data base using word 
processing or graphics capabilities. Because of the 
dependency of the organization on the integrity of the 
documents in the data base, special security and revision 
handling facilities must be incorporated into the new 
system. Along with the Computer-Aided Design of the 
plant, Computer-Aided Manufacturing could play a 
significant role in the proposed system. The system was 
designed to make expansions Into company operations other 
1*1 
than the engineering functions easy to implement. This 
way, the extent and the power of the Integrated data base 
could grow guidcly without conflicts. 
To aid in the smooth implementation of the proposed 
system, the system's operation was designed to emulate 
the existing paper based system to a certain extent. 
With this design, the users of the system should not have 
to expend as much time and effort learning the system as 
they would If it were radically different from what they 
are used to doing. Also, to aid the user, the new system 
would employ extensive user friendly features that would 
allow the user to guery the system for various 
information. 
The final section of this thesis consisted of two 
demonstrations to support the technical feasibility of 
the proposed system. The first demonstration showed the 
Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing of a vapor-llguld 
separator, using information from the heat and material 
balances for that piece of equipment. The second 
demonstration Illustrated the generation and manipulation 
of process and mechanical specifications in the computer 
for a centrifugal pump. 
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CHAPTER 8 -  CONCLUSIONS 
The technical feasibility of using interactive 
graphics technology in conjunction with an Integrated 
iata base has been demonstrated for the design and 
manufacture of chemical plants. Most of the features 
described for the system in this thesis are already 
available on existing systems. However, they must be 
combined lntp one Integrated system. 
From the demonstrations, it can be concluded that 
the proposed system has the potential to significantly 
reduce the amount of paper based information exchange and 
repetitive calculations normally associated with chemical 
plant design. This reduction could be accompanied by a 
significant decrease in the engineering hours regulred to 
design and manufacture a chemical plant. 
Based on this thesis work, six conclusions were 
evident which would have a significant Impact on the 
success of this proposed system. 
1. The system must be expandable to eventually 
cover most all of the operations in which the 
company is involved. 
2. If posslole, the system Initially should not 
be radically different from the paper based 
system that the future users are accustomed to 
now. 
3. The users must have easy access to the 
computer, with the easiest method of 
accomplishing this being a workstation in 
close proximity to each engineer's desk. 
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4. The system should incorporate extensive 
user-friendiy features to help the users 
become familiar with the system's operations 
and capabilities. 
5. Altnost all of the paper documents that the 
engineer uses currently should be stored 
electronically in an Integrated data base for 
the engineer to access. 
6. To ensure the integrity of the information 
that everyone accesses in the integrated data 
base, special security and revision handling 
facilities should be Incorporated  into the 
• system. 
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CHAPTER 9 -  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There are several areas that should be studied In 
more depth so that the Implementation of the type of 
computer system discussed In this thesis Is successful. 
First, the Interface between the engineering 
organization and the computer system reguires further 
study. This Interface Is a key factor In the success of 
the system because If the users do not like the the way 
they have to interact with the system, they will not use 
It efficiently. The users should have significant Input 
In the design of the engineering interface so that they 
may use the system to its full capabilities. As this 
interface is being designed, the engineer's creativity 
and insight must not be restricted by programming the 
computer to do too much of the plant design 
automatically. 
Second, the integrated data base and its structure 
need to be investigated in more depth. The efficiency of 
the system will depend in part on how easily documents 
can be accessed and how easily information can be 
transferred from one document to another. All of the 
documents that might be maintained In the data base 
should be reviewed to see if their formats can be 
standardized to facilitate their storage in the data 
base.   For example, some standardization could probably 
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be performed on process and mechanical specifications so 
that a single specification format could be used to 
represent several similar pieces of equipment. This 
would reduce the number of formats that have to be stored 
in the reference library and would reduce the complexity 
of the specification handling facilities, thus making the 
specification generation process more efficient. This 
type of standardization should be investigated with 
respect to all types of documents that are to be stored 
in the data base. 
Finally, a manufacturing data base should be 
investigated to be used as a part of the Computer-Aided 
Manufacturing end of the system. This data base would be 
used to maintain descriptions of equipment to be 
manufactured by the company, as well as machine tool 
data, numerical control programs, resource planning 
packages, scheduling packages, and any other information 
that could be useful in the manufacture of chemical 
processing equipment. This data base would be tied in 
with the integrated data base that is used to design the 
equipment. For example, consider the vapor-llquld 
separator discussed In the demonstrations chapter. After 
the design of the separator is completed by the design 
engineer, a copy of the design could be transferred 
electronically  to  the  manufacturing  data   base. 
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Manufacturing engineers could then begin to. unroll the 
sheet metal parts of the vessel In the computer and 
generate the numerical control programs to cut out the 
parts. This Information would be Kept In the 
manufacturing data base because the design engineers 
would not normally have the need to access It. 
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APPENDIX A • Suamary of the contents of Various versions 
of the Scope Report 
VERSIONS UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY OP THE 
ECONOMIC EVALUATION DEPARTMENT 
Conceptual Estimating 
Rev PI        This ii« the initial estimating scope 
report lor a Class II or Class III cost 
estimate. It is Issued as soon as 
possible,, but not later than two weeks 
after the reonest for a quote. It 
contains minimal information, mainly 
business and process information. This 
issue must be reviewed with a process 
engineer before it is Issued. 
P2 This is Issued after the sales estimate 
kickoff meeting and/or the construction 
strategy meeting. It Incorporates 
Information from various disciplines, 
Including detailed information about 
construction and operations. 
P3 This is Issued as necessary, depending on 
the degree of the changes in the plant 
design. 
As> Bid 
Rev Px        This  is  the final estimating scope 
report. It supports the pricing approval 
capital expenditure and customer 
proposal. The budget description section 
should Include major equipment 
descriptions and a breakdown of 
operations, construction and engineering 
costs. This must include a cover memo, 
approvals, and project estimate 
classification procedure checklists. 
AS' Sold 
Rev 0 This  is ti\e project  "Baseline" scope 
report, and reflects funding approval 
capital expenditure.  The detailed budget 
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description Includes each line item, and 
this report Is released at the project 
kickoff meeting (not later than two weeks 
after the official project start). This 
issue must include a cover memo, 
approvals, and project estimate 
classification procedure checklists. 
VERSIONS UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 
PROJECT ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
Project Execution 
Rev 1,2       These are Issued as necessary,  depending 
on the degree of the changes in the plant 
design. 
AS Built 
Rev X This is the final project scope report, 
issued within one month after project 
completion. It Includes all scope 
changes, construction change orders, etc. 
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